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Abstract

Södra Cell sells 1 900 000 ton pulp every year. Of this 490 000 tonne is sold with a
contract system based on a pricing index called PIX NBSK. Thisindex was started in
1996 and reflects the price of pulp from conferious forest. Westudy the NBSK PIX value
of softwood1 from October 1996 to December 2006.

People working in this branch known that there is strong periodicity in the prices. We
use predictive analysis2 to see if clients can benefit from the periodicity and use the op-
tions in the contract system Södra offers today. We concludethat a drawback for the
current contract system is that there are too many contractsin proportion to the duration
time that is one year for all contracts. Using a time series model called ARMA we make
successfull predictions the price difference between two contracts. Based on this predic-
tion we change between these contracts, reducing the price with 0.81% in mean during
1997-2006. Due to the total turnover, if all clients would used such predictions during
1997-2006 Södra’s income would have been reduced with 2.77 million USD a year in
mean.

The prices used before PIX are called list prices. The list prices seem to behave like
the PIX index. Supposing that the same contract system we seein PIX today was used
1975-2006 with the list price as the base index I made a prediction of the list prices from
1986-2006. Thanks to my predictions, if I had been a client during this period and under
mentioned considerations I would have been buying pulp to a price reduced with 0.57%.

If clients had known the PIX between 1996-2006 in say 1995 Södra’s contract system
based on PIX would give them a price reduction that were 1.5% in mean during 1996-
2006. Price reduction is not possible all years, but when it occurs it can be as big as 3%
of the price. Suppose the clients always choose the contractwith the lowest price and
thereby get a reduced price over time. Then with 95% probability over a long period the
price reduction is somewhere in between 0.4−2.7%.

To strangle this price reduction possibility for the clients there are two ways to go:
either reduce the number of contracts or extend the durationtime of the contracts.

To find a suitable duration time, we do spectral density estimation to get indications of
which periods that are most important. From this we see that PIX index has a period of
five years, wavelet approximated PIX index has 3.4 years and the list prices has a period
of 5.6 years. This indicates that current duration time one year is too short. Therefore if
it wouldn’t effect Södra’s clients, an extension of the duration time from one to five years
would be good.

If Södra don’t extend the duration time of the contracts my recommendation is to
have fewer contracts. The possibility to change between thecontracts ”average last three
months” and ”average current month” every other year is the weakest point of today’s
system. Therefore I recommend stop selling pulp to the contract ”average PIX last three
months”.

We can’t prove any longterm difference between the contracts. If Södra chooses to
have just one contract from this point of view it does not matter which one they choose.
However, it seems like a good idea to follow the global marketand therefore I recommend
to choose ”average PIX current month” rather than ”average PIX last three months” which
lags behind the market front. Since the price ”average current month” is available at

1Softwood is a generic term used in woodworking and the lumberindustries for wood from conifers
(needle-bearing trees from the order Pinales). Softwood-producing trees include pine, spruce, cedar, fir,
larch, douglas-fir, hemlock, cypress, redwood and yew.

2For explanation of technical terms consult Wikipedia, my appendix or the books in the reference list in
the end of this thesis.
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FOEX web page I think Södra should choose this contract if they decide to have only one
contract.

Key-words: PIX, pulp, Kruskal-Wallis test, t-test, Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test, spectral
analysis, ARMA-models, prediction, Kalman filter, wavelets
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Sammanfattning

Södra Cell säljer årligen 1 900 000 ton pappersmassa. Av dennamängd säljs 490 000
ton enligt ett kontraktsystem baserat på ett prisindex som heter PIX NBSK. Detta index
introducerades 1996 och reflekterar priset på pappersmassagjord av barrträd. Jag studerar
priset på indexet från Oktober 1996 till December 2006.

Dagens kontraktsystem är baserat på kontrakt med löptiden ett år. Jag undersöker om
man kan prediktera prisskilllnaden mellan kontrakten, dranytta att dagens löptid som bara
är ett år och välja det kontrakt som ger det billigaste prisetså ofta att priset över lång tid
reduceras. När man predikterar gör man en uppskattningen avframtiden utifrån en modell
av hur framtid beror på dåtid och nutid. Den modell jag har använt kallas ARMA3. Denna
tillsammans med priserna på pappersmassa från 1975 och framåt gav mig ett fruktbart
sätt att förutsäga priserna. Resultatet blev ett pris reducerat med 0.81% i medel under
perioden 1996-2006. Eftersom Södra ha så stor försäljningsvolym skulle de ha förlorat
2.27 miljoner dollar per ton i medel om alla kunder ha spekulerat utifrån den modellen
jag använde.

Om dagens kontraktsystem hade börjat användas 1975 med listpriserna som bas ha-
de en kund som använt min prediktionsmetod fått ett pris reducerat med 0.57% under
perioden 1986-2006.

Om kunderna i förväg hade vetat priset under 1996-2001 gav det nuvarande systemet
en reducerad medelintäkt med 1.5% av priset. Enskilda år reducerades intäkten med så
mycket som 3%. Beräknar man konfidensintervall för prisreduktionerna så inser man att
på lång sikt kommer dessa vara av storleksordningen 0.4−2.7% med sannolikheten 95%.
Detta förutsatt att klienterna kan se in i framtiden. Siffran 2.7% alltså ett mått på hur stor
risk man tar med dagens system. Jag tror inte att klienterna kommer reducera priset med
2.7% med nuvarande system, men det är en övre gräns.

De gynsamma prediktionerna har sitt ursprung i att det finns periodicitet i priserna. Jag
undersöker denna periodicitet med spektralanalys. Periodiciteten för PIX indexet är star-
kast kring 5 år. En wavelet-approximation av PIX-indexet hade störst periodicitet kring
3.4 år. Listpriserna hade starkast periodicitet kring 5.6 år. Detta indikerar att den nuvaran-
de löptiden, ett år, är för kort. En lämpligare löptid för kontrakten är 5 år.

Förmodligen är fem års löptid alltför lång tid att binda sig för många kunder. Därför fö-
reslår jag att man reducerar antalet kontrakt istället. Denstörsta svagheten i dagens system
är den korta löptiden tillsammans med kontrakten ”average current month” och ”average
last three months”. Jag rekommenderar att man slutar erbjuda kontraktet ”average last th-
ree months”. Det allra säkraste är att endast erbjuda ett kontrakt. Vi har inte kunnat påvisa
några skillnader över lång sikt mellan kontrakten såtillvida att något kontrakt skulle ge
ett lägre medelpris än ett annat. Ur den aspekten är det godtyckligt vilket kontrakt man
väljer, men det verkar vettigt att följa den globala marknaden. Därför är det eftersläpande
kontraktet ”average PIX last three months” inte att rekommendera, välj heller ”average
PIX current month”. Ett annat argument för att välja ”average PIX current month” är att
dessa priser finns på FOEX hemsida och inga extra beräkningarbehöver göras.

Nyckelord: PIX, pappersmassa, Kruskal-Wallis test, t-test, Wilcoxon’s rangsummetest,
spektralanalys, ARMA-modeller, prediktion, Kalman filter,wavelets

3se Appendix för mer info.
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1 Introduction

I introduce Södra in general and Södra Cell and our problem in particular. The general
information is taken (with permission) fromhttp://www.sodra.se.

1.1 Introducing Södra

Södra is a company which has five subdivsions:Södra skog, Södra Timber, Södra Cell,
Gapro and Södra Skogsenergi. The following picture can be found in Södra’s annual
rapport 05-06, see [22].

Figure 1: Location of Södra’s subdivisions.

1.2 Key products

Södra skog’s key products are pulpwood and saw logs. Most of its deliveries are made
internally to Södra mills. Different types of forestry services are carried out for members.
The operation is run in 30 forestry districts.

Södra Cell produces several qualities of bleached sulphate pulp as well as CTMP pulp.
Pulp is primarily sold to European paper mills for the production of fine paper, printing
paper, tissue and specialty paper.

Södra Timber manufactures sawn and planed timber products from spruce and pine for
construction purposes and other building operations. Key markets are Scandinavia, Great
Britain, Germany, the Netherlands, USA and Japan.

Gapro manufactures a broad range of interior wood and MDF products, including
mouldings, panelling, flooring and interior fittings. Customers are predominantly in the
building materials trade and various wood industries.

1



Balance sheet (for the whole company)

SEK M 30 June 2006 31 Dec 2005 31 Dec 2004
Assets
Fixed assets 7,583 7,536 7,573
Stocks 3,576 3,277 1,760
Operating receivables 2,616 2,659 1,780
Cash, bank, investments 2,304 1,797 2,555
Total assets 16,079 15,269 13,668

Equity and liabilities
Equity 9,565 8,979 8,589
Provisions 1,437 1,400 1,418
Interest-bearing liabilities 1,980 1,970 2,077
Non-interest bearing liabilities 3,097 2,920 1,584
Total equity and liabilities 16,079 15,269 13,668

Cash flow
SEK M 2005/064 2005 2004
Funds from the year’s operations 2,822 1,784 1,821
Change in operating capital -1,014 -986 27
Cash flow from current operations 1,808 798 1,848
Cash flow from investment operations -1,447 -866 -756
Operating cash flow 361 -68 1,092

Table 1: Södra’s financial reports: balance sheet and cash flow.

Södra Skogsenergi trades in bark and shavings from Södra mills, wood chips, fuel
wood and peat from members’ forests and peat bogs, and processed products such as
pellets and briquettes. Customers are primarily themal power stations, combined power
and heating plants, pellet factories and industry.

1.3 Södra Cell

This paper concerns Södra Cell’s selling of paper pulp. Thereproduct catalogue covers
paper pulp from both pine trees and broad leaf trees, including eucalyptus. In total 80
percent pine pulp (long fibre) and 20 percent broad leaf pulp is manufactured. The long
fibre is primarily used as reinforcement pulp while the shortfibre is used to give paper a
good print surface.[23]

Södra Cell International AB is marketing, distributing and selling pulp to paper mills.
Traditionally Södra traded their pulp over the counter, with time consuming negotiations
as a consequence. In 1996 a Finnish company named FOEX Ltd started to offer a index
called PIX-index. The PIX-index gives the price on pulp, based on the trade the last
two weeks. Exactly how the price is set is secret but the PIX-index is considered to be
one of the best pulp-indexes available [12], and an increasing number of Södra’s clients
buy according to contracts based on PIX. We study the NBSK PIX value of softwood

4Refers to the financial year 1 January 2005-30 June 2006
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Production, 1,000 tonnes 2005/06 2005 2004

Mörrum 642 442 422
Värö 577 385 402
Mönsterås 1,071 744 734
Tofte 594 408 383
Folla 147 95 94
Total 3,031 2,053 2,036

Table 2: Production in Södra Cell’s pulp mills.

measured in USD/t (US-Dollar / tonne) with data from October1996 to December 2006
(which I from time to time refer to only as PIX).

Member Pulpmill paper manufacturer

Södra Cell

Pulpwood paper pulp

US $

SEK

Figure 2: The process of Södra Cell: From tree to pulp
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1.4 The PIX-index

At http://www.foex.fi/we can read the following: ”FOEX Indexes Ltd is a private, inde-
pendent company, specialized in operating as a provider of audited, trade-mark registered
pulp, paper and recovered paper price indexes. FOEX IndexesLtd is continuing the index
publishing activity started by Finnish Options Exchange in1996.”

The index gives the price of pulp and updates every Tuesday at11 pm Swedish time.
The suitability of using PIX as the underlying index for financial instrument was investi-
gated in [12]. The index is widely accepted at the market.
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Figure 3: The PIX-price of softwood (not discounted). The timescale is weeks starting in
October 1996 and ending in December 2006.

1.5 The contract system

Södra sells pulp with the contracts found in Table 3. Each contract is equipped with one
year term of agreement. When buying ”weekly PIX” clients justpay the weekly PIX price
given by the PIX index. When paying to ”average PIX current month” the clients pay the
average of the four or five PIX values that is in the current month (four or five depending
on how many Tuesday’s that is in that month). For example if a client bought one tonne of
pulp in October 2006 then he would have to pay the average of the PIX index that month.

”Average PIX last three months” works in a similar way, but when buying pulp in
October 2006 the client pay the mean price of July, August andSeptember.

The meaning of the other contracts is clear.

Table 4 shows discounted price compared with ”average current month” over the period
Oct 1996 to Dec 2006. We also see that ”average current month”was most expensive

4



1. Weekly pix
2. Average of 1st and last PIX current month
3. Average PIX current month
4. Last PIX of previous month
5. PIX last Tuesday before delivery
6. Average PIX previous month
7. Average PIX last three months.

Table 3: contracts offered today.

and that ”Average last three months” has been most favorableif we just compare with
holding the same contract all the time. However, clients whochanged contracts and were
extremely lucky bought the pulp to a price 8.3 USD/tonne lower than the ”average current
month”-price during 1996-2006.

1.6 Our contribution

This paper will deal with the following questions:

1. Figure 3 shows that the price has been increasing. Is therea linear growing or
falling trend after taking away effects of inflation?

2. Does any of the contracts above give a longterm lower pricethen another?

3. Is the price periodic?

4. Is the price possible to predict with precision? In particular: Can we predict the
price using an ARMA model and based on this prediction change contracts every
other year to get a reduced mean price?

Basedonly on the available PIX values from 1996-2006 we cannot reject the null
hypothesis that the inflation adjusted PIX price is constant, see Section 3. However, from
an economical point of view we can expect falling prices due to increased efficiency in
production.

In Section 4 we conclude that over long time the contract ”average of first and last
PIX current month” might differ from the contract ”average current month”. Over long
time the other monthly contracts probably have the same median price as ”average current
month”. So we cannot reject that those differences in table 4are just temporary.

In subsection 5 we use ARMA-models to make predictions of PIX and change con-
tracts after one year, an attempt to get a lower price than normal. We were trying to find

Contract mean price Mean gain
Mean of first and last PIX current month 542.3 -0.2 0.0%
Average current month 542.5 0.0 0.0%
Last previous month 542.0 -0.5 0.1%
Average previous month 541.7 -0.8 0.1%
Average last three months 541.0 -1.4 0.3%
”Lucky-Swapper” 533.7 -8.3 1.5%

Table 4: Mean lowering of prices compared to ”average current month” 1997-2006. The
numbers are discounted. The price unit is USD/tonne

5



the ”lucky-swapper” way. This was nontrivial and most predictions failed to give reduced
prices.

In Section 6 we investigate if we can expect any weekly differences of the PIX index.
For instance is there a tendency that the first PIX value of themonth gives a lower price
than the others? The null hypothesis that there is no difference between weeks is checked
with Kruskal-Wallis test.

Section 7 we decompose the PIX index to a sum of waves. By looking at these waves
one can get ideas of how long the term of agreement of the contracts should be. The
methods used is spectral analysis and wavelet analysis.

In Section 8 we present the distribution of the log differences. These differences are
not normal distributed. Extremes occurs more often than in anormal distribution. Thus,
most of the times the PIX index is quite calm but major jumps upand down also occur.
As a consequence of this a simple geometric Brownian motion model alone cannot be
the source of the PIX time series. A NIG density fits the increments in PIX better than
ordinary normal density.

In section 9 we compare the PIX index with the ”old” list prices. We see that they
have similar periodicity. We know do a prediction of the PIX prices, using the list prices
as history. It turns out that this was successful. It lead to aprice reduction that were
38.5 SEK/tonne in mean during 1997-2006. Thus, we have founda weakness in today’s
contract system.

6



2 Methodology

To see if there is growth in the PIX index when inflation effects are taken away we start
with discounting the PIX index using the inflation measure KPI5. This is followed by two
different approaches: a linear approximation, and hypothesis testing of the null hypothesis

H0: ”The increments of discounted PIX have median zero.”
When comparing the long-run effects of sticking to one contract and not another we

had to restrict ourselves to the contracts that updated monthly. The reason for not includ-
ing ”weekly PIX” was that it would have require more programming and when we saw
that the monthly contracts probably did not differ we found it useless to see if ”weekly
PIX” differed. We also left out the contract ”PIX last Tuesday before delivery” because
we did not have any information about the time for the deliveries. To compare the con-
tracts we investigated the null hypothesis

H0 : the prices we have observed is samples from populations with equal cumulative
distribution function6, i.e. there is no difference between the prices in the long run.

This hypothesis is investigated with a one sided ANOVA test and Kruskal-Wallis test.
Both tests are standard statistical tests. An easy book introducing these tests is [17].

To get a threshold for the maximal risk with the current contract system I assumed that
the clients could see into the future and always choose the contract with the lowest price.
Under this assumption I computed their obtained price reduction for which I present mean
and confidence interval.

I tried to predict the price differences between 2001 and 2006 and choose the optimal
contract. The input for the models was the PIX values between1997-2000. With this
input I built ARMA7 models of order(p,q) for p= 1,2, . . . ,10 andq= 1,2, . . . ,10. These
models predict the future by taking a linear combination of the history and add noise. Of
the ARMA models tried some were successful in the sense that they made us choose the
right contract so often that we reduced our price. However the errors in all models where
big. It would be interesting to see if the models that worked also work in the future. It
would also be interesting to do predictions with other models such as GARCH8 models
and neural networks9, but that is beyond my current knowledge.

I used spectral analysis10 to search for periodicity in the prices, and thereby obtain a
suitable duration time for the contracts.

The last thing I do is to compare the PIX price with the list prices that was used before
PIX. With the list price as input I made a prediction of the price difference between ”aver-
age current month” and ”average last three months”. This prediction was successful, and
shows that ”average current month” and ”average last three months” shouldn’t coexist.

5For discussion about choice of inflation measure see sectionE.
6which reduces to equal mean in the case of normal distribution
7For introduction to ARMA models consult Wikipedia, or look in [18],or [11].
8For intorduction consult Wikipedia or [11].
9For introduction consult Wikipedia.

10For introduction to this topic consult [13] (Swedish) or other books introducing signal processing.
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3 Growth in PIX prices

In this section we study PIX-values from 7th October 1996 to 27th December 2006. A
plot of this data shows that it has been growing over time (seeFigure 3). The question is:
Does the PIX values grow faster than prices in general? To answer this question we take
away the effects that is due to inflation11. This procedure is called discounting. We then
perform different tests.

3.1 Discounting

If we look at Figure 3 we see that there is a total growing trendfrom the first to the last
PIX-value. Some of this might be a cause of the inflation whichwas approximately 10%
over the period. When discounting there are a number of inflation measures to choose
from: KPI, UND1X and UNDINHX, see [5]. I ended up choosing theKPI-index which
can be found at [6].

To do this discounting I wrote a program inMATLAB . The code can be found in Ap-
pendix F. The program works like this: For a given PIX-value it calculates the ”monthly
inflation factor”: the quotient of the inflation value12 that month and the previous month.

(1+ r) =
inflation value this month

inflation value previous month
. (3.1)

With ”inflation values” I mean the numbers found at [6]. Sincethe PIX values updates
weekly we compute the weekly discounting factor.

The inflation factor between two PIX-values in a month withn PIX-values is obtained
by computing

wt := (1+ rm(t))
1/n, t = 1,2, . . . ,m

for my time series(y)t = y0,y1, . . . ,ym, wherer(t) is constant every month in accordance
with (3.1).

One realizes that the discounted time series(ỹ)t = ỹ0, ỹ1, . . . , ỹn can be expressed as
{

ỹ0 = y0

ỹt = yt

∏t
k=1wk

, t = 1,2,3, . . . ,n, (3.2)

where the symbol∏t
k=1wk denotes the multiplication

w1 ·w2 ·w3 · · · · ·wt .

11with inflation I mean the general price growth in society
12with inflation value I mean the monthly values found at [6].
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3.2 Linear approximation

In Figure 4 we can compare the original PIX with the discounted one, and also give a
linear approximation of the discounted data.
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Figure 4: The PIX-price of softwood (blue) compared with thediscounted data (black and
50 units below in the end). The time scale is weeks starting inOctober 1996 and ending
in December 2006.

The best linear approximation in the least square sense of our data was

p1(t) = ât+ b̂ = 0.02399· t +536.5,

which reflects the growing trend we have seen so far. However,this is not sufficient for
us to say that there will be a growing trend in the future. The growing trend we have seen
so far may just be an act of ”chance”. Leta denote the slope of the line we would have
got if we had all future data as well. We want to know ifa > 0. To deal with the impact
of ”chance” it is a standard method to calculate a confidence interval for the slopea with
confidence level 95%. The confidence interval is such that with 95% probability the slope
a is contained in it. To be concrete: if the confidence intervalfor the slope is(−2,3), then
with probability 95% the slope of the line is somewhere in between−2 and 3. Thus we
cannot say that the slope is positive or that we have agrowing linear trend since zero is
included in the interval. On the other hand if we end up with a confidence interval(1,3)
with only positive numbers then there are reasons for us to believe that there will be a
growing trend.

Suppose that the line
at+b

is the linear approximation we would have got if we had accessto all future PIX values.
If for instancea > 0 then there is a growing trend in PIX. Based on the data we have
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observed from 1996-2006 we can make confidence intervals from a andb13:

parameter confidence interval
a (-0.0171, 0.06507)
b (523.8,549.1)

Result:A confidence interval which coversawith probability 95% is(−0.0171,0.06507).
Since the confidence interval contains zero we cannot draw the conclusion that there is a
rising or falling trend in prices of PIX.

Remark.The confidence interval of the parametera is given under the assumption that
the difference between our data and the line is normal distributed. However, the normal
comparisons in figures 5 and 6 indicates that our data might nonnormal.
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Figure 5: Histogram (blue piles) of the discounted PIX-values between October 1996
and December 2006 compared with the probability function for a normal distribution (red
curve).

3.3 Hypothesis testing

To decide if there is a growing or falling trend in the discounted PIX we study our ob-
served increments

∆ỹ1 = ỹ1− ỹ0

∆ỹ2 = ỹ2− ỹ1

· · ·
.

13Note that ˆa andb̂ is contained in these intervals.
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Figure 6: Comparison of discounted PIX differences and a normal distribution (straight
line).

The null hypothesisH0 is that these increments is a sample from a population∆Ỹ with
median zero.

H0 : Md∆Ỹ = 0
H1 : Md∆Ỹ = θ , θ 6= 0

If this null hypothesis is true then the data we have observeddon’t support a growing
or falling trend in the PIX. The truth of this null hypothesisis tested with the t-test and
Wilcoxon’s signed rank test14. The t-test investigates the hypothesis under the assumption
thatY is normal distributed. However, in [17] one claims that the t-test is robust, i.e. for
large sample sizes(n≥ 25) the test is still adequate15. As a complement, since our data
might be nonnormal, (see Figure 7), I perform Wilcoxon’s signed rank test. This is a
distribution free (or non-parametric ) test and does not depend on normal distribution.

Both tests returns ap-value which is the probability that the null hypothesis is true. p
is the probability that we obtained our data or data diverging more from the median from
a distribution fulfilling the null hypothesis. A small valueof p casts doubt on the null
hypothesis.

Example 3.1.Suppose we getp= 0.4593. This says that if we do 100 experiments where
we in every experiment pick out values from a set with median zero by chance 46 of these
sets contain the values like those in(∆ỹ)t or more extreme values.

To decide whichp that are small and which are not one uses a thresholdα. Usual

14See appendix C for info about these tests.
15the Type I error (occurs whenH0 falsely rejected) and Type II error (occurs whenH0 is not rejected

even though it is false) is not appreciably changed
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values ofα are: 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001. p-values below these thresholds are said to be
significant*, significant** and significant*** respectively.

The t-test and the signed rank test is standard commands inMATLAB and is called with
ttest andsignrank. MATLAB also assign a variableh zero or one: zero ifp > α and
one otherwise. So ifh = 0 we believe in the null hypothesis.
[h,p]=ttest(diff(y),0)

h=0

p=0.4593
[p,h]=signrank(diff(y),0)

p=0.2791

h=0
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Figure 7: Histogram over the differences. Most differencesare close to zero. Also differ-
ences are quite symmetrical.

Conclusion: Based on the PIX-values from October 1996 until December 2006we
cannot reject the null hypothesis that the increments in PIXcomes from a data set with
median zero. Since the differences seems to be symmetrically distributed (see Figure 7)
the truth of the null hypothesis is the same as no growing or falling trend in PIX.

3.4 Result

We have performed three statistical tests. None of them reject the hypothesis: ”There
is no long-term rising or falling in discounted PIX”. In other words, given only the PIX
values from 1996-2006 and no other information there is no reason to believe that the
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price on pulp according to PIX grows more or less than prices in general. Of course from
time to time it can grow faster or slower than the stock marketin general, but there is no
statistical evidence saying that any of this is true in the long run.
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4 Comparison of contracts

When clients buy pulp from Södra they have different contracts to choose from. Even
though all of these contracts are based on the PIX index they don’t give the same instan-
taneous price.

In this section I compare the prices of the contracts in the following table:

1. average of first and last PIX current month

2. average PIX current month

3. last PIX previous month

4. average PIX previous month

5. average of the last three months monthly averages.

Table 5: Contracts we compare.

Remark.When I write PIX, I mean the NBSK PIX value of softwood, however this is
somewhat lengthy.

We look at the price difference from two different views:
(i) We see if a client can get a lower price by holdingthe samecontract over a long

time. Is there a contract in the enumeration above that givesa lower price than another?
(ii) In the second part we see if clients can make predictionsof the prices with such

an accuracy that the client can choose the contract with the lowest price so often that his
price on pulp is reduced compared to ”average current month”?

4.1 Holding the same contract - long run effects

In the beginning of this paper, in Table 4, we saw that ”average current month” gave
the highest mean price during the period October 1996 until December 2006. Is there
statistical evidence for this difference?

For i = 1,2,3,4,5 let Xi be a population with meanµi and let the observed prices
according to contracti in the enumeration above be a sample from this population.

It feels obvious thatµ2 = µ4 = µ5 since the observed prices are essentially just lagging
behind each other. Maybe last ”PIX previous month” or ”average of first and last PIX
previous month” have a another mean than the others. To investigate this we will test the
probability for the truth of the null hypothesis

H0 : µ1 = µ2 = µ3 = µ4 = µ5.

The alternative hypothesisH1 is the negation

H1 : ¬(µ1 = µ2 = µ3 = µ4 = µ5).

I did a one sided univariate ANOVA to find the probabilityp for our samples under the
nullhypothesis. It turned out that thatp was 0.9999. Thus we cannot reject the null
hypothesis. This means that there is no evidence for any difference between the contracts
in the long run.
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A complement to the ANOVA test, which is parametric and relies on normal distri-
bution, is the nonparametric equivalence Kruskal-Wallis test. This test is not a standard
MATLAB command. Instead of implementing the test on my own I used thefile [25]
which is based on theory from [27]. The p-value from this non-parametric test was also
in accordance withH0.

I also made a signrank test with pairwise comparison betweenthe contracts. It shows
that the only paired difference that cannot be rejected is between the contracts ”average
current month” and ”average of first and last PIX current month”. Remember from Table
4 that the difference between these contracts are small. Thereason for using a ANOVA
test in the first place is that when we perform multiple signrank tests we are likely to
do a false rejection of a null hypothesis. Suppose that we do 100 experiments with null
hypotheses that are all true. Then at confidence gradeα = 0.05 we can expect five of
the hundred nullhypotheses will be falsely rejected. This starts the discussion of multiple
comparisons. We define thefamilywise error rate (FWE)as

FWE= P{Reject at least on true noll hypothesis.}.

The multiple comparisons methods are developed to assure that FWE≤ α. The flip side
of these methods is that the power of the tests are reduced, i.e. the probability of correctly
rejectingH0. A popular and efficient method the controls the FWE is Tukey method.

The idea of this method is to instead of testing all the hypothesesH0i j : µi = µ j test the
extreme case

max
j

µ j −min
i

µi = 0.

The difference
ȳmax− ȳmin

s/
√

n

is declared significant at levelα if it exceeds the upperα critical point of the distribution
of the r.v.

Q =
Ȳmax−Ȳmin

S/
√

n

underH0 : µ1 = . . . = µk. The distribution ofQ is called thestudentized range distribution.
For our data the Tukey method says that there is no significantdifference between the PIX
contracts.

Signrank-testp-table for discounted data
contract 1 2 3 4 5

1 1.0000 0.0488 0.3304 0.2760 0.2012
2 0.0488 1.0000 0.3239 0.2668 0.1895
3 0.3304 0.3239 1.0000 0.3098 0.1724
4 0.2760 0.2668 0.3098 1.0000 0.2126
5 0.2012 0.1895 0.1724 0.2126 1.0000

Table 6: p-values of signed rank test. Values larger than 0.05 are consistent with the
hypothesis that there are no difference between the contracts.

4.2 Change contracts - a possible to reduce the price?

This subsection deals with the following questions:
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1. The contract length today for the clients is one year. Suppose that clients could
predict the outcome the coming year with such a precision that they can choose the
most favorable contract each time. How much is their price reduced compared to
”average current month”?

2. Can such a prediction be made by using an ARMA model?16

If we restrict us to the problem of switching between two contracts, the contract which
together with ”average current month” gives most opportunities for price reduction is
”average last three months”. The price difference between these two contracts during
1997-2006 can be seen in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Price of pulp according to ”average current month”and ”average last three
months”.

It turns out that a client who were lucky and changed to the most favorable contract
of the two above got an average price reduction of 8.3 USD/tonne during 1997-2006. In
relative numbers this is 1.5% of the price. On the other hand,an unlucky client will loose
the same amount.

Figure 9 shows how that contracts differ in price. It is thesedifferences that clients
may be able to benefit from when choosing contract.

We see that the contracts differ at the same time but thataverage last three
months gives the largest difference (which is not surprising). Another way to see that
they behave essentially the same is to look at the power spectrum density17 in figure 10.

16ARMA model is a mathematical model for time series.
17An informal explanation of this concept is found in AppendixA. A more precise definition is found in

A.2
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Figure 9: Difference between a price and ”average PIX current month”. Positive dif-
ference means that average PIX current month gave a lower prices than the other price.
Therefore negative price differences is interesting for a client who wants to reduce his/her
price.
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The largest peak in this figure is at 0.004 and the second largest peak is at 0.016. This
corresponds to the periods 5 years≈ 62.5 months(1/0.016) and 20 years≈ 250 months
(1/0.004). The period five years is consistent with the periodicity forthe PIX index found
in Section 7.

Remark.The important period for the differences is much longer thanone year. This
indicates that the duration time of the contracts is too short.
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Figure 10: Power Spectrum Density for differences between different prices and
average PIX current month. Time: 1996-2006. Figure constructed by running
my MATLAB commandcompare.

Recall that during 1997-2006 a client who used the possibility to change contracts
and were lucky to choose the contract with lowest price everytime got an average price
that was 8 USD/tonne lower than the price given by ”average current month”. In relative
numbers the price is 1.5% lower. To see how these numbers were derived look at Table 7.
It shows the mean of the price differences between the contracts ”average current month”
and ”average last three months”. If difference is negative then ”average last three months”
gave a lower price that year compared with the price from ”average current month” and
price reduction was possible. We can conclude that there exists ways to change contracts
to get a lower price. The question is if there is any rational way to find such a way? Can
we make prediction which ends up in any of these ways or is it pure luck if we find them?
Is it motivated to extend the contract length to make prediction even harder or to reduce
the number of contracts?

The table on the next page shows how much lower prices clientscould get if they were
able to know the future prices to 100%. The table is based on the same information as
Figure 9. Note the similarities. In the table we see that by switching between contracts
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favorable contract
year difference price reduction avg.curr avg.last3
1997 -4.7457 4.7457 x
1998 22.0207 0 x
1999 -21.5288 21.5288 x
2000 -17.1276 17.1276 x
2001 41.4055 0 x
2002 3.8316 0 x
2003 -14.5517 14.5517 x
2004 -7.4029 7.4029 x
2005 1.3467 0 x
2006 -17.6973 17.6973 x

mean 8.30540
reduction/meanprice 1.53%

Table 7: Price difference: ”price average last three month”minus ”price average current
month” . If this difference is negative ”average last three month” gave a lower price than
”average current month” and by choosing the right contract we can lower our price.

”average current month” and ”average last three months” theclient can reduce the price
with 1.53%.
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Means of price differences. Comparison with average currentmonth. [unit: USD/tonne]
year FirstLastAvg LastPreviousMonth AvgPreviousMonth AvgLastThreeMonths
1997 0.0667 -0.7788 -2.2034 -4.7457
1998 -0.1451 6.2461 10.7178 22.0207
1999 0.5240 -7.6425 -11.7615 -21.5288
2000 -0.0812 -4.5463 -7.7170 -17.1276
2001 0.4043 13.3325 20.5932 41.4055
2002 -0.1519 1.8161 2.9016 3.8316
2003 -1.0286 -6.4109 -8.5496 -14.5517
2004 -0.7685 -2.7062 -4.1314 -7.4029
2005 -0.3181 1.6639 1.4077 1.3467
2006 -0.3775 -5.8824 -8.9469 -17.6973

Table 8: Annual price differences: average current month minus the other contract
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The average number in the table tells how much lower price/tonne one can get with
strategy switching between the considered contract and ”average current month”. For
instance, optimal switching between the contracts ”average previous month” and ”average
current month” reduced the price with 1.5% in mean during 1997 to 2006.

The percentage obtained by dividing the price reduction with mean price 543.0293 of
”average current month” during the period. All these numbers are in discounted values.

Now the price reductions for example those from AvgLastThreeMonths

X1 = 4.7457,X2 = 0,X3 = 21.5288, . . . ,X10 = 17.6973

are evidently not a sample from a normal distribution. The probability distribution has a
lot of mass at zero and is therefore on the form

δ0(x)+ f (x), f (x) ≥ 0

where f (x) is a density function fulfilling

P(X = 0)+
∫ ∞

0+
f (x)dx= 1.

However I based my confidence interval on the obviously wrongassumption that price
reductions is a sample from a normal distribution with meanµ and standard deviationσ .
I used the standard estimates

µ̂ = x̄ =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

xi

wherex1,x2, . . . ,xn are find in the columns in Table 8 of previous page. The corresponding
estimate ofσ

s=

√√√√1
n

10

∑
i=1

(xi − x̄)2.

If we let d denotes/
√

n then according to [3] a confidence interval forµ is given by

Iµ =
(
x̄− tα/2( f )d, x̄+ tα/2( f )d

)

with confidence grade 1−α. f = n−1 denotes the degrees of freedom for thet distribu-
tion andtα/2( f ) is theα-percentile for a t-distribution withf degrees of freedom.

The confidence interval forµ is presented in the last line in Table 9. 1999, 2000 and
2006 the price reduction were more than 3%.

4.3 Conclusion

Using variance analysis we cannot say that there is any long term difference between the
contracts. Thus, if we hold a contract over a long period of time it doesn’t matter which
one we hold.

If we change contract every other year andalwayschose the contract with the lowest
price with 95% probability we can expect to reduce our price with something in between
0.39% and 2.67% in the long run. Individual years the price difference can be more than
3%. That happend 1999, 2000 and 2006.
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Price reductions. Comparison with average current month. [unit: USD/tonne]
year FirstLastAvg LastPreviousMonth AvgPreviousMonth AvgLastThreeMonths
1997 0 0.7788 2.2034 4.7457
1998 0.1451 0 0 0
1999 0 7.6425 11.7615 21.5288
2000 0.0812 4.5463 7.7170 17.1276
2001 0 0 0 0
2002 0.1519 0 0 0
2003 1.0286 6.4109 8.5496 14.5517
2004 0.7685 2.7062 4.1314 7.4029
2005 0.3181 0 0 0
2006 0.3775 5.8824 8.9469 17.6973
sum 2.8709 27.9671 43.3097 83.0540

meanµ 0.2871 2.7967 4.3310 8.3054
percentage 0.0529% 0.5150% 0.7976% 1.5295%

confidence interval forµ (0.0064% 0.0993%) (0.1114% 0.9187%) (0.1997% 1.3954%) (0.3934% 2.6655%)

Table 9: Annual price reductions for a lucky client who chooses the optimal contract every time.
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1. average of first and last PIX current month

2. average PIX current month

3. last PIX previous month

4. average PIX previous month

5. average of the last three months monthly averages.

Table 10: Contracts we study

Price differences
∆1(t) : average of first and last PIX current month minus

average PIX current month
∆3(t) : last PIX previous month minus

average PIX current month
∆4(t) : average PIX previous month minus

average PIX current month
∆5(t) : average of the last three months monthly averages minus

average PIX current month

Table 11: Price differences. Possible to predict?

5 Price reduction by prediction?

In this section I will continue looking at the contracts in Table 10 only. Of course clients
can jump back and forth between all contracts in Table 10, as long as they stay to the
duration time, but I will consider the somewhat simplified situation and consider the four
different contract systems:

{1,2},{3,2},{4,2},{5,2},

each consisting of the contract ”average current month” andanother contract from table
10.

For each of these contract systems when reaching the end of the duration time the client
has two opportunities:

1. hold on to the same contract

2. jump to the other contract.

In this section we will play the role of the client and try to get an average lower price
by predicting the price differences in table 11 between 2001-2006.

To be concrete in figure 11 the price difference∆5(t) is shown. Can we predict this
price difference with such a precision that we can lower our price compared to ”average
current month”? To measure the success in the predictions I will use a variableprice
reduction. This is essentially how I assigned the variable values:
totalred
for i:1:n
p=predicted price difference for weeks the coming year.%a vector
o=real outcome of price difference the coming year.%a vector
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if mean(p)<0
%the prediction tells us not to choose the contract average current month.
if mean(o)<0
price_reduction=mean(o);
else

price_reduction=-mean(o);
end;

end;
totalred=totalred+price_reduction
end;
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Figure 11: Crucial price difference. Possible to predict?

In general prediction works in the following way:

1. choose a model

2. adaption: estimate the parameters of the model with ”the history”

3. prediction: Use this parameters to predict the future.

4. validation: Was the model satisfying?

The model I choose is called ARMA. It is a well-known model which has been suc-
cessful in various applications. For details on this model look in the appendix. The model
has two parameters which are chosen before adaption. When specifying a model with
history of history orderp and noise of orderq one usually writes ARMA(p,q). I made my
predictions in the following way
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1. I chose a contract system with two contracts, computed their price difference and
thus obtained a time series of differences.

2. I chose integersp andq to specify the order of the model ARMA(p,q).

3. Prediction

(a) Using the monthly price difference from 1997 to 2006 I hadcomputed earlier
I gave the ARMA(p,q) model the years 1997-2000 to adapt. Based on this
information I predicted the price difference for year 2001.

(b) I built a new model based on the information from 1997-2001 and predicted
the price difference for year 2002.

(c) I worked in the same manner until a prediction for year 2006 was reached.

(d) Validation.

i. I computed the prediction error

||y−pred(y)|| = 1
n

n

∑
i=1

(yi −pred(y)i)
2.

ii. If the mean (not the mean error) of the prediction is positive during a
year I chose the contract ”average current month”, I we chosethe other
contract. Did the choice of contract lead to a price reduction during the
prediction period?

4. For each contract system and all combinations ofp,q∈ {1,2,3, . . . ,10,} I did ev-
erything above.

The following subsections will contain price reduction forthe different models and
the errors in these predictions. The order of the ARMA-model with least error for each
contract system will be given.
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5.1 system {1,2}

In this subsection I try to predict the price difference ”average of first and last PIX cur-
rent month” minus ”average PIX current month” with an ARMA(p,q) model for p =
1,2, . . . ,10 andq = 1,2, . . . ,10.

The model that had the least prediction error was an ARMA(3,6)model. The mean er-
ror for this model was 0.84 and it lead to a price that were reduced by 0.4408 USD/tonne.
Rounded to the nearest integer all models had an error 1 and price reduction 0 USD/tonne.
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Figure 12: ARMA(3,6)-prediction (blue). Real data (black). Observe that predictions
start after 28 months. We give the model four years to adapt.
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5.2 system {3,2}

In this subsection I present the result for predictions of the price difference ”last PIX
previous month” minus ”average PIX current month”, using ARMA(p,q) models forp =
1,2, . . . ,10 andq = 1,2, . . . ,10.

The model that had the least prediction error was the ARMA(10,3) model. The error
for this model was 8.3 USD/tonne and it lead to a price reduction that was 2.2 USD/tonne.
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Figure 13: ARMA(10,3)-prediction (blue). Real data (black).

The errors in the predictions with corresponding price reduction rounded to the nearest
integer is shown in Tables 12 and 13.
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p/q 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 10 10 10 10 9 10 10 10 9 10
2 9 10 9 9 10 10 10 9 10 10
3 10 9 10 10 11 11 10 9 10 10
4 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
5 10 10 10 9 11 10 10 10 10 10
6 10 9 10 9 10 9 9 10 11 10
7 10 9 9 9 10 10 10 11 10 10
8 9 9 11 10 9 9 10 10 11 10
9 9 10 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 10
10 10 10 8 10 9 10 11 9 9 9

Table 12: mean prediction error for ARMA(p,q) model, predicting price during 2001-
2006.

p/q 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
-1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 2 -1 2 -1
0 1 1 0 1 -3 0 0 -1 0
1 1 1 -1 -1 -3 0 -1 -1 -1
1 2 -2 0 0 -2 -1 1 -2 1
-1 1 0 0 -1 -1 -3 -1 1 1
-1 0 -1 2 -1 0 2 -1 -2 0
-1 1 -1 0 -2 -2 1 -1 -1 1
1 2 0 1 0 0 2 0 -2 -2
1 1 2 1 1 1 -1 1 1 0
-1 -1 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 1

Table 13: mean price reduction induced by ARMA(p,q) model, predicting price during
2001-2006.
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5.3 system {4,2}

In this subsection I present the result for predictions of the price difference ”average
PIX previous month” minus ”average PIX current month”, using ARMA(p,q) models for
p = 1,2, . . . ,10 andq = 1,2, . . . ,10.

The model that had the least prediction error was the ARMA(9,10) model. The error
for this model was 12.6 USD/tonne and it lead to a price reduction that were 1.9 USD/-
tonne. The mean errors in the predictions rounded to the nearest integer is shown in Table
14. The mean price gain induced by these predictions are found in Table 15.
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Figure 14: ARMA(9,10)-prediction (blue). Real data (black).
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p/q 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 15 14 15 14 14 14 14 14 14 13
2 14 14 14 14 14 15 14 15 14 14
3 14 14 14 14 14 15 14 14 15 14
4 14 14 14 14 13 14 15 15 14 14
5 15 14 14 14 14 14 13 13 15 15
6 15 13 14 14 14 13 14 15 14 16
7 14 15 13 14 14 15 14 14 14 14
8 15 14 13 13 15 14 14 14 14 14
9 13 14 14 14 14 15 15 15 14 13
10 14 14 14 14 14 15 14 14 14 14

Table 14: mean prediction error for ARMA(p,q) model, predicting price during 2001-
2006.

p/q 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 -1 -2 -2 -2 1 -2 3 3 -1 2
2 2 1 1 0 0 -3 3 -2 -1 0
3 2 2 3 0 0 -2 3 0 -1 0
4 -1 4 2 -2 2 1 0 0 -2 -1
5 -1 3 -3 1 1 -2 2 2 -1 -2
6 -1 4 0 -2 3 3 0 -3 -2 -2
7 0 -3 3 -2 -2 -1 0 -2 2 2
8 1 2 2 -1 -2 1 -1 0 2 2
9 3 2 2 2 1 0 0 2 2 2
10 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 -2 4 3

Table 15: mean price reduction induced by ARMA(p,q) model, predicting price during
2001-2006.
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5.4 system {5,2}

An example of an prediction is shown in figure 15. This prediction satisfies (ii). During
the period 2001-2006 it resulted in a price reduction of 4 USD/tonne.

However, from table 17 we see that the outcome of the prediction is very sensitive to
the choice of order in the ARMA-model. This indicates that it is hard to make a twelve
month ahead prediction of the price differences which induces reduced prices.
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Figure 15: ARMA(10,10)-prediction (blue). Real data (black).
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The mean errors for these predictions is shown in table 16:

p/q 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 28 27 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26
2 25 25 25 25 25 27 27 25 26 27
3 26 26 26 25 25 26 25 26 26 26
4 27 26 25 25 26 26 28 27 27 26
5 25 27 25 26 26 26 25 26 24 24
6 27 25 25 26 22 25 23 25 25 23
7 25 26 25 24 25 27 26 25 24 26
8 25 24 26 28 28 27 26 25 26 23
9 26 25 27 27 24 26 26 28 27 25
10 26 26 27 29 26 28 27 25 24 24

Table 16: mean prediction error for ARMA(p,q) model, predicting price during 2001-
2006.

p/q 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 -6 -3 -3 4 4 -3 -3 -3 -3 3
2 4 4 4 3 6 -3 -3 0 -1 1
3 4 -3 4 7 -1 4 0 -3 -4 1
4 -3 4 -3 0 -3 4 -6 1 -1 1
5 0 -3 -3 3 -3 -3 -3 1 -3 -3
6 -6 4 -3 1 6 -4 0 -1 -3 4
7 7 -3 7 -1 -1 -7 7 -1 -1 -4
8 -6 7 -3 -3 -4 -7 -6 -3 -3 4
9 -4 -1 -3 0 -3 1 -1 3 -3 4
10 -3 -3 -3 1 0 3 0 3 -1 4

Table 17: Average price reduction during the period 1997-2006 as a result of using an
ARMA(p,q) model. The numbers are rounded to the nearest integer and has the unit
USD/tonne. Only 38 out of 100 models are ”successful” (positive numbers). Negative
numbers means the prediction made us chose the wrong contract so often that our mean
price paid was higher than ”average current month” during the period (2001-2006).

From table 17 and table 16 we see that the ARMA(6,5)-model had the least mean error.
It also resulted in a price reduction that were 6 USD/tonne inmean, or 1.1% in relative
prices. But other models with higher errors gave higher pricereductions. A comparison
between ARMA(6,5)-prediction and the validation data can befound in figure 16.

Even though the errors in the predictions are large, in some sense one satisfying prop-
erty is fulfilled: The predictions with small error were morelikely to result in price reduc-
tion. This supports the thought that even if the model have large errors those of them with
smallest errors are good to use when trying to choose a contract for the next year. The cor-
respondence between error and price reduction is shown in figure 17. An approximation
with a straight line shows that there really is a correlationbetween these quantities. The
slope of the line is−1.6 and a confidence interval under normal assumption is(−2.1,1.2).
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Figure 16: ARMA(6,5)-predictor (blue), discounted PIX (black) Observe that we start
predicting first after 4 years. The model is given the first four years to adapt.
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Figure 17: With decreased error in prediction we are more likely to choose the right
contract and lower our price on pulp.
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contract system ARMA model error price reduction
{2,1} (3,6) 0.84 0.44 USD/tonne ∼ 0.08%
{2,3} (10,3) 8.2 2.2 USD/tonne ∼ 0.41%
{2,4} (9,10) 12.6 1.9 USD/tonne ∼ 0.36%
{2,5} (6,5) 22.5 6.0 USD/tonne ∼ 1.1%

Table 18: Successful models during 2001-2006.

5.5 Conclusion

Predictions with ARMA(i,j) models wherei, j = 1,2,3, . . . ,10 were done to predict price
differences. The predictors with the least error is shown intable 18.

The models in table 18 were successful predicting and thereby reducing the price on
pulp, exploiting a possible weakness of the contract systemused today. We conclude that
there exists ARMA models that have been successful predicting the price during 2001-
2006. One cannot exclude that these models will work in the future as well. Unfortunately
we have too little data (just ten years of history) so it is hard to say whether it will work or
not. From tables in subsections 5.1-5.4 we see that the errors in the ARMA(p,q) prediction
is quite large and the success of the model is sensitive to thechoice of the ordersp andq.
Of course since I tried 100 models some of them must succeed. However, for a prediction
to be successful it is not necessary for the errors to be extremely small. The only thing
the prediction has to say is whether the price difference between two contracts the coming
year will be positive or negative in mean18. One cannot exclude that people working in
this business gets experience how to build good models for prediction and therefore are
more successful than I have been.

A client who, for some unknown reason, knows the future to 100% may be able to
reduce his/her price with 2.7% in mean if the current contract system is sustained.

18This reminds me of the card game Black Jack. It has been shown that one can get better odds then the
bank by using a strategy based on how many high and low cards that have been played.
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6 Monthly variation of PIX?

Recall that PIX is a index reflecting pulp prizes and updates weekly. We investigate if we
can expect any weekly differences of the PIX. For instance isthere a tendency that the
first PIX value of the month gives a lower prices than the others in the long run?

The reason for doing this is that there are clients buying pulp once a month to the price
of weekly PIX. One could suspect that in times of falling prices they buy the last week in
the month and in times of rising prices they buy pulp the first week of the month. When
writing a contract for a whole year it would be good to fix a week, for instance write
such contracts in which clients always pay the price given bythe second PIX value in the
month. This would stop clients from buying late in the month when prices are falling.
If there is a weekly difference in the PIX prices (say that thesecond PIX of a month is
likely to give the highest price) then we would not like to fix the price according to the
second PIX in the month. However, the test performed cannot prove any long term weekly
difference.

We will solve this issue by using a non-parametric analysis of variance. The test is
called Kruskal-Wallis test and is the non-parametric variant of ANOVA.

Let xwm denote the discounted PIX price for weekw in monthm. We can consider
xw1,xw2,xw3, . . . to be a sample of an unknown populationXw. All this for w= 1,2,3,4,5.

Let Fw denote the c.d.f of the populationXw. We will assume thatFw(y) = F(y+ θw)
whereF is an unknown continous cumulative distribution function.The null hypothesis
of the test is the samples come from a common distribution, i.e.

H0 : θ1 = θ2 = θ3 = θ4 = θ5

The alternatate hypothesis is the opposite ofH0:

H1 : θi 6= θ j for somei 6= j.

I run the test by slightly modify the file [25] which is based ontheory from [27]. Below
the output is displayed.

The number of samples are: 5
Sample Size Median Sum of Ranks
1 126 546.8296 34298.00
2 126 548.8148 34474.00
3 126 548.0939 34496.50
4 126 547.9654 34474.50
5 41 549.1958 11042.00

Kruskal-Wallis test for difference among samples.

Test statistics: X2=0.0325, F= 0.0081

alpha-value0.0001

Probability associated with the Chi-squared-statistic 0.9999

Probability associated with the F-statistic 0.9999

With X2, the assumption of equality among samples was met.

With F, the assumption of equality among samples was met.

Conclusion:With results from the two test there is no reason to believe weekly differ-
ence in PIX in the sense described above, i.e. it is no reason in believing that thei week
in a month will give a lower price than thej:th in the long range.
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7 Duration time of the contracts

In [12] it is claimed that there is a periodicity in the PIX index. This claim is based
on interviews. To investigate this claim we estimate the spectral density of time series
containing PIX values. The spectral density estimation shows that PIX has periodicity,
i.e. the price has cyclic variation. We present the periods.The data we work with is PIX
values for softwood in USD/tonne discounted with KPI.

7.1 Minimal introduction the spectral density

Stochastic processes: A stochastic process is a sequence ofrandom variables typically
ordered by time. The simplest stochastic process I can thinkof is generated by coin
flipping. At time t j Xt j = 1 if the coin shows toss elseXt j = 0. A realization of the this
process can be 01110100. . . another one 110101100. . .. Every stochastic process is a
outcome of random experiments. Therefore stochastic processes are sometimes called
random processes.

Our data can be thought upon as a stochastic processXt of a sequence of random
variablesX0,X1,X2, . . . where each random variable is the PIX price a certain week.

The auto covariance function of a stochastic processXt is defined as

Cov(Xt,Xs) = E

[
(Xt −EXt)(Xs−EXs)

]
,

where the symbolE means expectation.
Suppose Cov(Xt,Xs) > 0. Then we expect the deviation ofXt from its expected value

EXt to be in the same direction as the expectation of the deviation from Xs from its ex-
pected valueEXs.

If Xt andXs has a common expectationm, we can interpret the covariance function
in the following way: If we observeXs above the meanm and Cov(Xt,Xs) > 0 then we
expectXt to be above the mean as well. On the other hand if Cov(Xt,Xs) < 0 then we
expectXt to be belowm.

Example 7.1(Theβ -value of an asset). The beta-value of an asset is introduced in most
basic courses in finance. In Wikipedia we can read that ”It is akey parameter in the capital
asset pricing model (CAPM). It measures the part of the asset’s statistical variance that
cannot be mitigated by the diversification provided by the portfolio of many risky assets,
because it is correlated with the return of the other assets that are in the portfolio.” This
can also be found in [4].

Let Xt denote the return on securityX at time t. A portfolio that holds all assets in
proportion to their observed market values is called themarket portfolio. Let Mt detote
the return of the market portfolio at timet. Let

rΓ(t) =
Γ(t +1)−Γ(t)

Γ(t)

denote the rate of return of the portfolioΓ at time t. The beta value for an assetX is
defined as

βX(t) =
Cov(rX(t), rM(t))

σ2
rM

,

whereσ2
M is the variance of the rate of return of market portfolioMt and Cov(rX(t), rM(t))

is the cross-covariance function between the return of our portfolio and the market port-
folio:

Cov(rX(t), rM(t)) = E

[
rX(t)−ErX(t))(rM(t)−ErM(t)

]
.
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By definition the market portfolio always hasβ = 1. Securities that has aβ < 1 are called
defensive while securities with aβ > 1 are called offensive. Typicallyβ (t) doesn’t change
so much over time. In the computation ofβ one use the ordinary unbiased estimates of
variance and covariance.

β̂ =
1

n−1 ∑n
i=1(rX(t − i)− r̄X)(rM(t − i)− r̄M)

1
n−1 ∑n

i=1(rM(t − i)− r̄M)2

where

r̄Γ =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

rΓ(t − i)

for Γ = X andΓ = M.
When I studied a course in finance in 2006 I made the following computations:

share Astra Zenica Holmen A Active Biotech OMXS-index Ericsson

β̂ 0,0237 0,464 0,452 0.996 1,43

The strange thing was that the beta-value for the OMXS is not exactly one. It could be
due to calculating routines in Excel. Apart form that, from the calculations we see that
Ericsson was (is) an offensive share. If we believe that the stock market will rise much
we take anoffensive positionand invest in Ericsson. If we believe that the stock market
will fall we take an defensive position and invest in real rate stock or invest our money in
the money market which typically has negativeβ -value. A lowβ -value does not imply
that the share has a low volatility. A share in a line of business depending on natural
resources often have a lowβ , since the growth depends on the price of natural resources
and companies in the same market line rather than the market as a whole.

In wikipedia we can also read that
”The beta coefficient was born out of linear regression analysis. It is linked to a re-

gression analysis of the returns of a portfolio (such as a stock index) (x-axis) in a specific
period versus the returns of an individual asset (y-axis) ina specific year. The regression
line is then called the Security Characteristic Line (SCL).

SCL: rat = αa +βarmt + εit

αa is called the asset’s alpha coefficient andβa is called the asset’s beta coefficient.”

Threre is a class of stochastic processes has a satisfying property: the expectation of
Xt is constant (independent oft) and the auto covariance function betweenXs andXt only
depends on the time differencet − s. A process in this class is called aweak stationary
process.

The spectral density function of a weak stationary process is defined as the Fourier
transform of the covariance function19. Loosely speaking the spectral density function
shows the total energy is distributed over the frequencies of the time series. If we have
”optimal” data, a linear combination of a couple of periodicfunctions, the spectral density
function is zero everywhere except at the frequencies for these functions where it has
peaks. Another extreme case is when the data is white noise, i.e. uncorrelated random
variables. In this case the spectral density function is constant over all frequencies.

From now on we work under the assumption that the stochastic process induced by the
discounted PIX index is a weak stationary process. Under that assumption we compute

19see Appendix A.2 for details
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Figure 18: Asset return a linear function ofβ .

an estimate of the spectral density.The spectral density has peaks at the most important
frequencies of the PIX index. These frequencies give ideas for suitable duration time of
the contracts. There are two reasons for us not to look at the estimated spectral density as
something holy.

(i) The assumption that the discounted PIX index is a weak stationary process could
be wrong. However, with the data available the assumption isacceptable.

(ii) It can be proved that our estimation of the spectral density function converges to the
spectral density function in expectation (see Appendix). However, with merely ten years
of history and low frequencies as the most dominating ones, one should be cautious. As
more data accumulates these low frequencies might change. Because of this we later on
use the list prices for which we have more data going back to 1975.
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Figure 19: Discounted PIX series from Oct 1996 until Dec 2006.

frequency period (weeks) period (years)
0.00385 260 5
0.0096 104 2
0.0134 75 1.44
0.0173 58 1.12
0.0231 43 0.82
0.0288 35 0.67

Table 19: Table over important periods.

Figure 20 shows anestimationof the spectral density function for the PIX values be-
tween October 1996 until December 2006.

Table 19 was made by zooming in Figure 20 to find frequencies corresponding to the
peaks in the spectral density estimation.

It is nontrivial to interpret this result. From one point of view a high peak correspond-
ing to 5 years indicates that the cycle with most impact on thePIX price has a period of
5 years and therefore suitable duration time of the contractis 5 years. However, we only
have anestimationof the spectral density. We only have ten years of history so the period
of 5 years is probably a result of the high price fort = 200−250 in Figure 19. As more
data is obtained the estimate of the spectrum probably gets better.

To get better understanding of the behavior of the PIX index we do a wavelet approxi-
mation of it. This will serve as a good visual tool.
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Figure 20: Estimate of spectral density. The highest peak at0.00385 (It was seen by
zooming in the figure inMATLAB otherwise you don’t believe in it) indicates that the
most dominating wave of the signal has a period of 260 (1/0.00385) weeks which is about
5 years.
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7.2 Wavelet analysis

There exists mathematical functionsΨ which induces a wavelet systemΨ j,k = | j|−1/pΨ
(

x−k
j

)

wherex is a real number,p > 0, j,k ∈ R, j 6= 0 such that a wide class of functionsf (x)
can be written as

f (x) = ∑
j∈Z

∑
k∈Z

c j,kΨ j,k(x)

where
c j,k =

∫ ∞

−∞
f (x)Ψ j,k(x)dx.

The functionΨ is calledmother waveletand is chosen inL 2(R). The coefficientsc j,k

together with the wavelet basisΨ j,k gives us a decomposition off which could be for
instance a picture or a signal. The reason for doing a waveletdecomposition in our case
is that it gives an idea of the underlying movements of the PIXindex. The wavesc j,kΨ j,k

visualize the moment of the PIX and they are easy to understand. From a visual point of
view waves says more than frequencies.

To put it simple: We can take a number of wavelets multiply them by some numbers
c j,k and these wavelets together and get a functionf (x). Therefore important features of
f can be captured by the wavelets.

With help of MATLAB I decomposed the mean adjusted discounted PIX into eight
wavesw1,w2, . . . ,w8 ordered after amplitude size. My choice ofΨ was Meyer’s function.
However there was no deep thinking behind this choice. I justwanted a smooth mother
wavelet since it looks better an edgy one.

We have
PIX ≈ w1 +w2 + . . .+w8.
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Figure 21: PIX-series (black) approximated with superposition w1 +w2 + . . .+w8.
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To get an idea of how the PIX series moves we can consider the four waves with the
greatest impact:w1,w2,w3 and w4. The sum of these is plotted together with PIX in
Figure 22. The individual wavesw1,w2,w3 andw4 is plotted in Figure 23. The naïve idea
here is that since the sum of the componentsw1,w2,w3 andw4 approximate the PIX index
in such a nice way, maybe one can guess how the PIX index will move the coming year
by looking at the components. The objection to this idea is that the waves, seen as waves
vary both in frequency and amplitude over time.
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Figure 22: PIX-series (black) approximated with the sum of wavesw1 +w2 +w3 +w4.
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Figure 23: Plot of the wavesw1,w2,w3 andw4.
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In figure 24 I made a spectral density estimation of each of thewaves in figure 23. We
see that the black wave in figure 23 had most impact on the PIX price (since it has the
highest peak in the density spectral diagram).
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Figure 24: Approximation of spectral density

Which conclusions can be drawn from this spectral density diagram? We see that
the most significant period is 3.34 years. This might be a suitable duration time of the
contracts.

Another idea could be to take the height of each peak and multiply by the period this
peaks corresponds to, add this number for all peaks and divide the sum of all peaks.
Approximately

3·5+3.34·12+2·2+1.44·1
3+12+2+1

≈ 3.36years.

We can conclude that wavelet decomposition suggests 3.4 years as a suitable duration
time. The pure spectral analysis suggested 5 years. In any case one year seem to be too
short.
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7.3 Study of averages

We now take a look at averages of the discounted time series. The figures below shows
the discounted PIX-index together with some average of the same. When calculating the
average of then last PIX-indexes we used the formula

x j(n) =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

x( j +1− i).

We tried to start as early as possible with every average. Forexample if we take the
average of the 12 last PIXes then we present the graph of the non-average starting at
the 12th value. If the non-average was given earlier then we would have no average to
compare with. This makes the graphs in figure 28 starting ”later” then the graphs in figure
25.
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Figure 25: Average of the last 10 discounted-PIX

Remark.If the purpose of the contracts is to give the clients prices that are more stable
than the ordinary PIX, to take the average of the last 10 PIX-prices seems not powerful
enough. Such a price does not look very different from the ordinary PIX. Think it is just
an extra risk to offer such a contract. The periods of the PIX index is so long that we need
to take average of the last 30, 60 or 100 PIX-value to see a clear difference.

7.4 Comparison with average current month

When setting duration time of the contracts we have to compareto something. Since
”average current month” seems to follow the list prices (seeSection 9) I compare with
this contract.
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Figure 26: Average of the last 30 discounted-PIX
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Figure 27: Average of the last 60 discounted-PIX
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Figure 28: Average of the last 100 discounted-PIX
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Figure 29: Power Spectrum Density for differences between different prices and
average PIX current month. Time: 1996-2006. Figure constructed by running
my MATLAB commandCOMPARE. The difference seem to share periodicity: the fre-
quency 0.015 months−1 which corresponds to 5.6 years.
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7.5 Result and discussion

We used two different methods to find the most important period of the discounted PIX
index. As in-data we used discounted PIX from October 1996 until December 2006.
Spectral analysis suggest a duration time that is 5 years andwavelet analysis suggests
3.4 years duration time. The reason for the difference is that the wavelet analysis first
approximate the PIX data and therefore loose some information. The reason for doing
a wavelet analysis as well was to have a complement to the purespectral analysis since
we figured that we couldn’t propose a 5 year duration time whenwe only studied a data
based on ten years. All in all, the existence of such long cycles indicates that the duration
time today (one year) is too short.

Figure 21 shows a possible decomposition of discounted PIX into these wavelets. It is
clear that the rising and falling between 150 and 250 in Figure 19 made a big impact on
the periods we found. Therefore 3.34 is not a magic number. Maybe the future will reveal
other periods as ”most important”.
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8 Distribution of log differences

We look at the distribution of the log differences of the PIX time series. We can con-
clude that the geometric Brownian motion is not a good model for our data since the log
differences are not normally distributed. A NIG distribution fit the PIX increments better.
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Figure 30: Difference quotients of the log PIX price (Oct 1996 - Dec 2006

If the process shown in Figure 30 is normal distributed then our time series can be
modeled by a geometric Brownian motion, otherwise not. In Figure 31 we compare the
distribution of the log differences with an ordinary normaldistribution. As we see the
distributions are not at all equal. Consequently a Brownian motion alone cannot be used
as a model for this data.

When making decisions of how a random process ”behave” it is good to look at its
distribution function. This functions tells us how the outcomes of the random variable
was distributed around its mean. From this one can get ideas of possible outcomes in the
future.

A natural random process to look at in our case is the differences

((y1−y0),(y2−y1), . . . ,(yn−yn−1)) (8.1)

where(y1,y2, . . . ,yn) is our time series. One may argue that the log differences aremore
interesting but the histogram will have the same look what soever, it is just a question of
scaling. In this case the ordinary scale is preferable.

The commandhistfit(x) in MATLAB gives a histogram of the distribution of the
time seriesx and also plots the density function for the normal distribution for comparison.
Applying histfit to (8.1) gives the following result
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Figure 31: Comparison of data (blue) with normal distributeddata (red line). We see a
clear deviation from the normal distribution.
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Figure 32: Comparison with normal distribution (usinghistfit)
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For every data that is in a certain interval, for instance[a,b] histfit adds one to the
pile with base[a,b]. From Figure 32 we see that most of our random variables took values
around zero. This means that most of the differences in (8.1)lies around the mean, but
we note that extremes are more frequent than for a normal distribution. This means that
our time series usually have small changes but extreme jumpsoccur more often than for
a normal process.

To see how it falls out I present a simulation of a Brownian motion with parameters
estimated to fit the discounted PIX. The thing you can notice is that the Brownian motion
is more wild in the sense that it has more small movements up and down. Also it is
increasing while the PIX series is not. Later we will argue that the PIX series is decreasing
because of more efficient production which results in lower prices.
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Figure 33: Simulated Brownian motion (black) compared with discounted PIX (blue).

A distribution that fits our data better than the normal distribution is the NIG distri-
bution. In Figure 34 I present an estimation of the density ofour data compared with a
NIG-distribution and a normal distribution. For reader more interested in the NIG model
we recommend [8].

The density approximation seen in figure 34 is a kernel density approximation, which
puts a little hill around each observation instead of a little rectangle which histograms
can be seen to be built of. Therefore this density approximation is smoother than the
histogram.
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Figure 34: Density approximation, NIG-density and normal density.

9 Comparison with list prices

Our main question is to decide if the PIX price is predictablewith precision one year
ahead or not. We concluded that ten years of history weren’t enough to say whether
successful prediction is possible or not. At the end of my work, in June 2007 I was given
permission to list prices from 1975-2007 which shows the historical price of the softwood.
Figure 35 shows a comparison between list price and ”averagePIX current month” during
1997-2007.

Definition 9.1 (List price). Manufacturer’s suggested retail price.

We see from Figure 36 that the high prices we see in Figure 35 isa pattern and no
exception. We also see that over time there has been av falling trend in the prices. From
an economical point of view this can be explained by increased efficiency in production.
In particular more machines are involved than back in the olddays. On page 112 in [20]
we see that there has been a falling trend in real prices of non-energy products in the
OECD area ever since the fifties.

The spectral density estimation in Figure 38 indicates a strong connection between ”av-
erage PIX current month” and the list prices. We see that the most dominating frequency
in the list prices also occur in the PIX prices. This frequency is around 0.013− 0.015
which corresponds to 5.6−6.4 years.

The mean adjusted list prices are seen in Figure 37.
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Figure 35: The PIX price (blue) compared with list price (black and dashed).
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Figure 36: The list price from 1975-2007. We observe a falling trend due to more efficient
production.
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Figure 37: The list price from 1975-2007 adjusted for mean and linear trend.
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Figure 38: Power spectrum density for the trend adjusted list prices (black and dashed),
compared to PIX (blue). They seem to share the same periodicity.
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Figure 39: The difference: trend adjusted list price minus average last three months of the
trend adjusted list price.

9.1 ARMA-prediction

In the contract system applied on PIX and used by Södra today,among other we have the
contracts ”average PIX current month” and ”average PIX lastthree months”. We want to
know if clients can predict the price difference between these two contracts and choose
the contract with the lowest price. Since PIX is relative newwe don’t have enough data
material to decide this. But as we have seen the PIX index follows the list prices pretty
well.

Therefore, let us study the difference ”average current month” minus ”average last
three months” for the list prices instead. Let us assume thatpulp were sold to the contracts
”average current month” and ”average last three months”, and that both these contracts
have one year duration time. Can we predict the difference, choose the right contract and
lower our prize?

I made prediction in the following way:

• Start with an ARMA(5,5)-model adapted from 1975-1985 to predict 1986. This
will be our prediction for 1976.

• Adapt an ARMA(i,j)-model with data from 1975-1985 to predict 1986 for i =
1,2, . . . ,20 and j = 1, . . . ,10. Call the best performing order(ib, jb); best in such a
way that it made us choose the right contract and had the lowest mean error.

• With the pair(ib, jb) build a model from 1975-1986 and predict 1987.

• Adapt an ARMA(i,j)-model with data from 1975-1986 to predict 1987 for i =
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Figure 40: Power spectrum density of the difference: trend adjusted list price minus
average last three months of the trend adjusted list price. Observed frequencies 0.015
and 0.031 corresponds to 5.6 period 2.7 years respectively. Since 5.6≈ 2 ·2.7, 5.6 years
seems to be a suitable duration time for the contracts on PIX.
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1,2, . . . ,20 and j = 1, . . . ,10. Remember the pair(ib, jb) which performed best
during the period 1986-87.

• With the pair(i, j) build a model based on data from 1975-1987 and predict 1988.

• Adapt an ARMA(i,j)-model with data from 1975-1987 to predict 1988 for i =
1,2, . . . ,20 andj = 1, . . . ,10. Remember the pair(ib, jb) which performed best dur-
ing 1986-1988 (in the sense that the prediction gave us the highest price reduction
and had a small error) during the period 1986-88.

• and so on. . .

For details see theMATLAB codelistpred2 in Appendix F.
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Figure 41: Price difference ”average current” minus ”average last three months” of list
prices (blue). Prediction of this difference (red).

This automatized prediction reduced the price with 32.6 SEK/tonne in mean. Com-
pared to the mean prize 5673.6 SEK/tonne this is 0.57%. The mean difference between
the contracts during the same time was 8.5 SEK/tonne.

From this I conclude that there are rational ways of reducingthe price when the con-
tract ”average current month” and ”average last three months” coexist. Between 1986 and
2007 there was a rational way to reduce the list price with 0.57%.

Then I tried another thing. I took the difference ”average current month” minus ”av-
erage last three months” for the list prices but replaced thelast ten years with the same
differences but in PIX prices. With this method I ”created” ahistory for the PIX differ-
ences to adapt the model to and then predict the differences in PIX, in the same manner
as above. This lead to a price reduction that was 38.5 SEK/tonne compared to the mean
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4738.4 SEK/tonne during 1997-2006. In percentage this price reduction is 0.81% of the
mean price. We can conclude that the coexistens of the contracts ”average current month”
and ”average last three months” opens up for speculationand there exists a rational
way to reduce the price (at least was we have seen so far).

Using the same strategy as above I tried to do jump between thecontracts ”average
current month” and ”average last month” in a smart way by making predictions. The
result was a price reduction of 6.9 SEK/tonne during 1986-2006, but during 1996-2006
the prediction made me pay a price that were 21.7 SEK/tonne higher than ”average PIX
current month”. Therefore it might be safe to have both the contracts ”average current
month” and ”average last month” if the duration time is one year.

Remark.To go between the units SEK and USD I used the monthly average during May
2007 which was 1 USD = 6.8123 SEK according to [21]. I don’t know if the list prices
I got from Södra was discounted or not. I have been treating the numbers as if they were
discounted with respect to May 2007. However, I don’t think discounted or not discounted
numbers affects the result so much when it comes to changing between contracts.
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10 Result and discussion

The PIX values observed between 1997-2006 does not support agrowing or falling trend
in the PIX index, see Section 3. If we look at a longer period 1975-2007 the so called
list price20 has a falling trend probably due to increased efficiency in production. Since
the list prices and the PIX prices behave in a similar way (seeSection 9, maybe a falling
trend in PIX can be proved when more data is accumulated.

In Section 4 we conclude that the PIX prices observed between1997-2006 is in har-
mony with the hypothesis that there is no difference betweenSödra’s contracts in the long
run. This means that PIX 1997-2006 does not support the thought that one contract gives
a lower price than the others in the long run. Therefore we believe that those differences
observed during 1997-2006 (found in table 4) are just temporary.

Today Södra offer seven different contracts (found in table3) all with one year duration
time. This opens up for speculation. By predicting the difference between the contracts
”average current month” and ”average last three months” I found a rational way for a
client to reduce the price by changing between these contracts. This was done by using
the list price up to 1996 to predict the PIX price during the period 1997-2006 (for details
see Section 9). The result was a price reduction of 38.5 SEK/tonne. Compared to the
mean 4738.4 SEK/tonne during this period the price reduction was 0.81%.

My predictions were based upon the ARMA model, which use the price history but not
consider other factors like weather, insects, etc. We cannot exclude that clients who have
insight in the market, use other models and and make better predictions than the ones I
have made.

If we set the prediction issue aside and work under the unrealistic (?) assumption that
the clients know the future outcome to such a degree that theyalways choose the optimal
contract, with 95% probability, their future price reduction will be 0.4%-2.7% in mean
(with the current system). For a client writing a new contract every year (in January) the
mean price reduction was 1.5% in mean during 2001-2006 if this client could see into the
future and always choose the right contract.

The list prices seems to behave like the PIX index. Supposingthat the same contract
system we see in PIX today was applied to the list prices during 1975-2007 I made a
prediction of the list prices from 1986-2007. Thanks to my predictions, if I had been a
client in this period I would have been buying to a price 0.57% lower than the list price
(supposing that the original price was the list price current month).

If we turn to the term of the agreement for the contracts, we see from the spectral
density diagram that the most significant period for the PIX index is 5 years. The wavelet
analysis suggests the period 3.4 years. This indicates thatone year duration time might be
too short. The spectral estimate of the list prices suggest the term of the agreement should
be 5.6 years. Therefore (if it wouldn’t effect Södra’s clients) an extension of the term of
the contracts from one to five years would be good.

Clients who buy pulp once a month to weekly PIX might wait and buy late in the
month when the price is falling and early when the price is rising. Therefore when writing
contract with these clients one should specify week of the month they pay and keep this
week the whole year. In section 6 we investigated if there areany long term differences
between the weekly PIX, for instance if the first PIX of the month is lower then the last,
but we found no proof for this. In fact one cannot regret that the median price difference
for the weeks in a month in the long run is zero.

Conclusion: Södra sells 1 900 000 ton pulp every year, of which 490 000 tonne is

20price used before PIX.
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sold via the PIX NBSK index. Cyclic variation in the pulp pricesmakes Södra’s current
contract system sensitive to speculation. In particular there was a rational way to predict
the PIX price between 1997-2006 in such a way that one obtained a price reduced with
0.81% by changing between the contracts ”average current month” and ”average last three
months”. In one year a price reduction of 0.81% corresponds to a reduced income of 18
865 000 SEK or 2 770 000 USD.

I played with the thought that the contract system applied toPIX today was applied to
the list prices between 1975-2007. Under this assumption I predicted the price during the
years 1986-2006 and thereby got a price reduction that was 0.57% or 2.3 million USD
every year.

There was no cheating when choosing model order in these predictions. My predic-
tions were adapted in the sense that the model order was not constant over time but I kept
track of models with different orders and for yeark+1 I choose the order which had been
most successful during the years. . . ,k−3, l −2,k−1,k.

I think Södra can keep the contracts ”average current month”, ”average last month”
and ”last PIX previous month” with a one year duration time without taking a big risk.
Why? There is no evidence for a price difference in the long run. Even if an optimal
duration time would be around five years it seems like a tough job to predict the prices
and jump between these contracts in a smart way. Of course thesafest is to have just
one contract. Then it is suitable to choose ”average currentmonth” because these prices
are available at FOEX web page and no extra computation to obtain the prices has to be
done.
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11 Criticism on my work

I can’t guarantee that the reduced price I got when changing between contracts ”average
current month” and ”average last three months” wasn’t just luck even though I used a
sophisticated model.

My task was to work with the PIX index alone. But it would have been better to start
dealing with list prices earlier in the process.

Maybe it would have been better to analyze the prices in euro instead of dollar since
most of the trade is in Europe. It would also have been better to discount the prices with
the production price index (PPI) rather then customer priceindex (KPI) since the former
is better suited for industrial products.

When predicting an ARMA model the Kalman filter is quite theoretical. There is
a simpler way to go, see [13]. However the Kalman filter is already implemented in
MATLAB so from that point of view it is better.

When predicting the confidence interval for the price reduction I assumed that these
where a sample from a normal distribution. This assumption is obviously wrong. A
better way would have been to make confidence intervals usingthe bootstrap technique.
However, I had no knowledge about bootstrapping until quiterecently.
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A Frequency domain approach

A.1 Motivation

Here I informally present the idea of composing a signal intoperiodic waves, and motivate
how these waves can be used for finding the suitable duration time for a contract of a
commodity whose price follows the signal. This example was created by writing the
MATLAB file periodic.
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Figure 42: A mysterious signal.

Take a look at the signal in figure 42. It shows something whichperhaps could describe
the price of a commodity. This signal looks random in some sense but the truth is that
I created it by summing a number of periodic (sinusoidal) functions. A plot of these
functions are shown in Figure 43.

Given the information in Figure 42 we want to find a suitable duration time of a contract
based on the commodity. Suppose that the time scale of mysterious signal is day, i.e. every
day a new price of the commodity is set. The periods and amplitudes from Figure 43 is
estimated and presented in table 20. A way to compute the duration time for the price in
Figure 42 could be to compute the least common multiple of theperiods in table20. A
duration time equal to the least common multiple has the property that every wave has
completed an integer number of cycles, and therefore as a client it is impossible to benefit
from the periodicity of the signal. The least common multiple21 of the periods is

LCM(500,200,150,100,50) = 3000.

Thus if the signal has the same periodicity in the future a suitable duration time is 3000
days. However this is almost 10 years, so in many practical situations it is of no use.

Therefore we will treat the waves with least amplitude as noise and just take the waves
with highest amplitude into account. In our case a suitable duration time could be

LCM(500,200) = 1000 days,

21The least common multiplezof two integersx andy is the least integer fulfilling the equationsz= k1x
andz= k2y, wherek1,k2 ∈ Z.
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Figure 43: Periodic waves: source to the mysterious signal.

amplitude period
5 1000/2=500
3 1000/5=200
2 1000/7≈ 210
1 1000/10=100
0.3 1000/20=50

Table 20: Observed periods and amplitudes

computed from the two waves with highest amplitude. Anotherpossibility is to weigh the
waves by their amplitudes and compute the mean

·5·500+3·200+2·150+1·100+0.3·50
5+3+2+1

≈ 320.

However 320 seems like a low number for our signal. One has to be careful when choosing
method for assigning duration time for the contract. Maybe the second option 1000 days
is fair in our case.

If we are given the information in Figure 42 but has no knowledge of the information
in Figure 43 what do we do to find a suitable duration time? The solution is something
calledspectral density estimation.It shows the relation of the frequencies of the signal
and their corresponding intensity. This is more or less the information we obtained in
Table 20 but without explicit knowledge of waves.

The observed frequencies: 0.02,0.01,0.007,0.005,0.002 is transformed to the periods
50,100,150,200,500. So the periods of the signal can be obtained by a spectraldensity
estimation.
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Figure 44: Spectrum of our signal. It peaks at the important frequencies.

A.2 Mathematical concepts

Definitions of periodicity, autocorrelation function, periodogram and some important the-
orems, is presented here. Except proofs for the two lemmas and detailed computation
everything can be found in [11]. Good introductions to time series analysis for Swedish
readers are [16], [18] and [13].

Definition A.1 (Periodic function). A function f : R −→ R is said to beperiodic with
periodP > 0 if f (t +P) = f (t) for anyt ∈ R.

Two periodic functions are sin(2π(k/n)t) and cos(2π(k/n)t). They both have the
frequencyk/n which is know as a Fourier frequency.

Every time seriesYt = (y0,y1, . . . ,yn) can be considered as a vector inR
n as a result of

a mapping from the discrete spaceZn = {0,1,2, . . . ,n} to R
n. We will work through the

proof that 2
[
n/2
]
+1 vectors inRn

(sin(2π(k/n)t))1≤t≤n, k = 1, . . . , [n/2]

and
(cos(2π(k/n)t))1≤t≤n, k = 0, . . . , [n/2]

span the spaceRn. This implies that every time series can be represented as a linear
combination of these vectors, and therefore be thought of asa superposition of periodic
waves. The result is deep in some sense and to prove it we first have to prove two lemmas.

Lemma A.1.
n

∑
t=1

cos(2π f t) =

{
n f ∈ Z

cos(π f (n+1)) · sin(π f n)
sin(π f ) f 6∈ Z.
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n

∑
t=1

sin(2π f t) =

{
0 f ∈ Z

sin(π f (n+1)) · sin(π f n)
sin(π f ) f 6∈ Z.

Proof:
The casef ∈ Z is trivial. Therefore suppose thatf 6∈ Z. Then

n

∑
t=1

ei2π f t =
n

∑
t=1

(
ei2π f

)t
=

ei2π f −ei2π f (n+1)

1−ei2π f

= ei2π f

(
1−ei2π f n

)

1−ei2π f = ei2π f
(

e−iπ f n−eiπ f n

e−iπ f −eiπ f

)
· eiπ f n

eiπ f n =

=
sin(π f n)

sin(π f )
·eiπ f (2+n−1) =

sin(π f n)

sin(π f )
·eiπ f (n+1).

By taking real and imaginary part of these expression the proof is completed. An imme-
diate consequence of this lemma is that

{
∑n

t=1cos
(
2π k

nt
)

= 0
∑n

t=1sin
(
2π k

nt
)

= 0.
(A.1)

wheneverk is not a multiple ofn. To see this note that sin(π f n) = 0 wheneverf = k/n
andk/n is not an integer.

Lemma A.2. For integers k and m such that0 ≤ k,m≤ [n/2], where[x] denotes the
integer part of x,

∑n
t=1cos

(
2π k

nt
)

cos
(
2π m

n t
)

=





n if k = m= 0 or k = m= n/2
n/2 if k = m 6= 0 and 6= n/2
0, if k 6= m

∑n
t=1sin

(
2π k

nt
)

sin
(
2π m

n t
)

=





0, k = m= 0 or n/2 if n is even
n/2, k = m 6= 0 and 6= n/2 if n is even
0, k 6= m

∑n
t=1cos

(
2π k

nt
)

sin
(
2π m

n t
)

= 0.

Proof: The idea of the proof is the use of the following trigonometrical identities




cosxcosy = cos(x−y)+cos(x+y)
2

sinxsiny = cos(x−y)−cos(x+y)
2

sinxcosy = sin(x−y)+sin(x+y)
2

together with the result of Lemma (A.1).
I just complete the proof of the first equation. It goes as follows

2
n

∑
t=1

cos

(
2π

k
n

t

)
cos
(

2π
m
n

t
)

=

=
n

∑
t=1

cos

(
2π

k−m
n

t

)
+cos

(
2π

k+m
n

t

)

=





2n if n|k−m and n|k+m
n if n|k−m or n|k+m
0 else.

In the last step we used Lemma (A.1).
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If we consider the restriction 0≤ k,m≤ [n/2] then we get

n

∑
t=1

cos

(
2π

k
n

t

)
cos
(

2π
m
n

t
)

=





n if k = m= 0 ork = m= n/2
n/2 if k = m 6= 0 and6= n/2
0, if k 6= m

�

Lemma A.2 implies that the 2
[
n/2
]
+1 vectors inRn

(sin(2π(k/n)t))1≤t≤n, k = 1, . . . , [n/2]

and
(cos(2π(k/n)t))1≤t≤n, k = 0, . . . , [n/2]

span the spaceRn. In the case whenn is odd the 2[n/2] + 1 = n vectors are linearly
independent (even orthogonal) because of lemma A.2. In the case whenn is even, the
vector (sin(2π(k/n)t))1≤t≤n is the null vector fork = n/2, but the othern vectors are
linearly independent.

Thus for a given time seriesYt = (y1,y2, . . . ,yn) there exists a linear combination of the
base vectors above such that for each coordinateyt the following holds

yt =
[n/2]

∑
k=0

(
Ak cos

(
2π

k
n

t

)
+Bk sin

(
2π

k
n

t

))
, t = 1, . . . ,n.

Because of this we can see a time series as a sum of periodic waves. Furthermore the
coefficientsAk andBk minimizesR, the residual sum of squares

R :=
n

∑
t=1

(
yt −

[n/2]

∑
k=0

(
αk cos

(
2π

k
n

t

)
+βk sin

(
2π

k
n

t

)))2

SinceAk andBk minimizesR they fulfill the conditions

{
∂R
∂αk

= 0
∂R
∂βk

= 0

for k = 0,1, . . . , [n/2].
We can spend some energy to compute this.

∂R
∂αk

=
n

∑
t=1

∂
∂αk




yt −
[n/2]

∑
k=0

αk cos

(
2π

k
n

t

)
+βk sin

(
2π

k
n

t

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
denote this sumS




2

=

=
n

∑
t=1

−2yt
∂S

∂αk
+

∂S2

∂αk
=

n

∑
t=1

2
∂S

∂αk
(S−yt).

When we plug in
∂S

∂αk
= cos

(
2π

k
n

t

)
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we get

∂R
∂αk

=
n

∑
t=1

2cos

(
2π

k
n

t

)
(S−yt) =

= 2
n

∑
t=1

cos

(
2π

k
n

t

)(bn/2c
∑
k=0

(
αk cos

(
2π

k
n

t

)
+βk sin

(
2π

k
n

t

))
−yt

)
=

= 2

(
n

∑
t=1

αk cos2
(

2π
k
n

t

)
−yt cos

(
2π

k
n

t

))
.

In the formula above I used Lemma A.2 (independence of vectors). After computing the
derivative ofR with respect toβk in the same way we get the following equations:

{
∑n

t=1yt cos
(
2π k

nt
)

= αk ∑n
t=1cos2

(
2π k

nt
)
, k = 0, . . . , [n/2]

∑n
t=1yt sin

(
2π k

nt
)

= βk ∑n
t=1sin2

(
2π k

nt
)
, k = 1, . . . , [(n−1)/2]

Ak and Bk who minimizesR are given by the solution to this equation system, which
according to Lemma A.2 is

Ak =

{ 2
n ∑n

t=1yt cos
(
2π k

nt
)
, k = 1, . . . , [(n−1)/2]

1
n ∑n

t=1yt cos
(
2π k

nt
)
, k = 0 andk = n/2, if n is even.

Bk = 2
n ∑n

t=1yt sin
(
2π k

nt
)
, k = 1, . . . , [(n−1)/2].

(A.2)

We define the empirical(cross)-covariancesC( f ) andS( f ).

C( f ) =
1
n

n

∑
t=1

(yt − ȳ)cos(2π f t),

the empirical cross-covariance of(yt)1≤t≤n and cos(2π f t)1≤t≤n, and

S( f ) =
1
n

n

∑
t=1

(yt − ȳ)sin(2π f t),

the empirical cross-covariance of(yt)1≤t≤n and sin(2π f t)1≤t≤n.
Equation (A.2) together with equation (A.1) yields22





Ak = 2C(k/n), k = 1, . . . , [(n−1)/2]
Bk = 2S(k/n), k = 1, . . . , [(n−1)/2]

A0 = 1
n ∑n

t=1yt = ȳ
B0 = 0

which gives the compact representation

yt =
[n/2]

∑
k=0

Ak cos

(
2π

k
n

t

)
+Bk sin

(
2π

k
n

t

)
=

= ȳ+2
n

∑
k=1

C(k/n)cos

(
2π

k
n

t

)
+S(k/n)sin

(
2π

k
n

t

)
.

22The sum with ¯y becomes zero as a consequence of equation (A.1).
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A.3 The Periodogram and spectral estimation

In the search for periodicity or cycles in the time series it is interesting to study the weight
or intensityof these frequencies. The intensity for Fourier frequencies is defined via the
residual sum of squares. Now sinceAk andBk, k = 1,2,3, . . . ,n gives the representation

yt = ȳ+
[n/2]

∑
k=1

Ak cos

(
2π

k
n

t

)
+Bk sin

(
2π

k
n

t

)

for t = 1, . . . ,n we have

0 =
n

∑
t=1

(
yt − ȳ−

[n/2]

∑
k=1

(
Ak cos

(
2π

k
n

t

)
+Bk sin

(
2π

k
n

t

)))2

=

=
n

∑
t=1

(yt − ȳ)2 +

(
[n/2]

∑
k=1

Ak cos

(
2π

k
n

t

)
+Bk sin

(
2π

k
n

t

))2

−2(yt − ȳ)
[n/2]

∑
k=1

(
Ak cos

(
2π

k
n

t

)
+Bk sin

(
2π

k
n

t

))
=

=
n

∑
t=1

(yt − ȳ)2 +

(
[n/2]

∑
k=1

Ak cos

(
2π

k
n

t

)
+Bk sin

(
2π

k
n

t

))2

−2(yt − ȳ)2.

Therefore

n

∑
t=1

(yt − ȳ)2 =
n

∑
t=1

(
[n/2]

∑
k=1

Ak cos

(
2π

k
n

t

)
+Bk sin

(
2π

k
n

t

))2

.

After repeated use of taking in the square followed by lemma A.2 this can be simplified
to

n

∑
t=1

(yt − ȳ)2 =
n

∑
t=1

[n/2]

∑
k=1

A2
k cos2

(
2π

k
n

t

)
+B2

k sin2
(

2π
k
n

t

)
=

=
[n/2]

∑
k=1

n

∑
t=1

A2
k cos2

(
2π

k
n

t

)
+B2

k sin2
(

2π
k
n

t

)
=

=
n
2
(A2

1 +A2
2 + . . .+A2

[n/2])+
n
2
(B2

1 +B2
2 + . . .+B2

[n/2]) =

=
n
2

[n/2]

∑
k=1

A2
k +B2

k = 2n
[n/2]

∑
k=1

C2(k/n)+S2(k/n).

We can interpret the numbern
2(A2

k +B2
k) = 2n(C2(k/n)+S2(k/n)) as the contribution of

the Fourier frequency of the total variation∑n
t=1(yt − ȳ)2.

Except for a factor 2 this coincides with the definition of theperiodogram. For general
frequenciesf ∈ R the periodogramI( f ) is defined by

I( f ) := n(C( f )2+S( f )2)=
1
n



(

n

∑
t=1

(yt − ȳ)cos(2π f t)

)2

+

(
n

∑
t=1

(y− ȳ)sin(2π f t)

)2

 .
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This can be written more compact as

I( f ) =
1
n

∣∣∣∣∣
n

∑
t=1

(yt − ȳ)ei2π f t

∣∣∣∣∣

2

.

Thus, the periodogram shows the total variation of the time series is distributed over the
different frequencies. It is easy to prove that the periodogram is an even function with
period 1 and is therefore completely determined by its values on[0,1/2].

A.3.1 The periodogram by Fourier transform

Another way to obtain the periodogram is to use the Fourier transform. Leta := (at)t∈Z

be a sequence of absolutely summable real numbers. For such asequencea the function

Fa( f ) := ∑
t∈Z

ate
−i2π f t , f ∈ [−1/2,1/2]

is said to be itsFourier transform. The restriction thata is absolutely summable is suffi-
cient for a Fourier transform to converge since

∣∣∣∣∣∑t∈Z

ate
−i2π f t

∣∣∣∣∣≤ ∑
t∈Z

|ate
−i2π f t | = ∑

t∈Z

|at | < ∞.

The Fourier transform ofat = (yt − ȳ), t = 1, . . . ,n, andat = 0 elsewhere is then

D( f ) :=
n

∑
t=1

(yt − ȳ)e−i2π f t .

With this notation we can compute the periodogram asI( f ) = 1
n|D( f )|2.

A.3.2 The empirical autocovariance function

Definition A.2. Suppose thatY1, . . . ,Yn, . . . are square integrable random variables with
the property that the covariance

Cov(Yt+k,Yt) = E((Yt+k −E(Yk+t))(Yt −E(Yt)))

of observations with lagk does not depend ont. Then

γ(k) := Cov(Yk+1,Y1) ≡ Cov(Yk+2,Y2) ≡ . . . ≡ Cov(Yk+(n−k),Yn−k)

is calledautocovariance functionand

ρ(k) :=
γ(k)
γ(0)

, k = 0,1,2. . .

is called theautocorrelation function.

By definition the autocorrelation function is a function intothe interval[−1,1].

Definition A.3. The empirical autocovariance function For a time seriesy1, . . . ,yn the
function

c(k) =

{ 1
n ∑n−k

j=1(y j − ȳ)(y j+k− ȳ)
c(−k) := c(k)

is called the empirical autocovariance function.
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The empirical autocovariance function is a natural estimate of the autocovariance func-
tion γ.

Theorem A.3. The periodogram is the Fourier transform of the empirical autocovariance
function:

I( f ) = c(0)+2
n−1

∑
k=1

c(k)cos2π f k =
n−1

∑
k=−(n−1)

c(k)e−i2π f k

Proof:

I( f ) =
1
n
|D( f )|2 =

1
n

∣∣∣∣∣
n

∑
t=1

(yt − ȳ)e−i2π f t

∣∣∣∣∣

2

=

=
1
n



(

n

∑
t=1

(yt − ȳ)cos(2π f t)

)2

+

(
n

∑
t=1

(yt − ȳ)sin(2π f t)

)2

=

=
1
n

n

∑
s=1

n

∑
t=1

(ys− ȳ)(yt − ȳ)
(

cos(2π f s)cos(2π f t)+sin(2π f s)sin(2π f t)
)

=

=
1
n

n

∑
s=1

n

∑
t=1

(ys− ȳ)(yt − ȳ)ast

whereast = cos(2π f (s− t)). Now sinceast = ats we have

I( f ) =
1
n

n

∑
t=1

att +
2
n

n−1

∑
k=1

n−k

∑
j=1

a j j +ak =

=
1
n ∑

t=1
(yt − ȳ)2 +2

n−1

∑
k=1

(
1
n

n−k

∑
j=1

(y j − ȳ)(y j+k− ȳ)

)
cos(2π f k) =

= c(0)+2
n−1

∑
k=1

c(k)cos2π f k =
n−1

∑
k=−(n−1)

c(k)e−i2π f k.

�

Now as a consequence of Fourier’s inversion formula (statedbelow), given the peri-
odogram, we can obtain the empirical autocovariance function by calculating

c(k) =
∫ 1

0
I( f )ei2π f k d f, |k| ≤ n−1.

In particular the total variation is

1
n

n

∑
j=1

(y j − ȳ)2 = c(0) =
∫ 1

0
I( f )d f.

This gives us a intuitive understanding of the periodogram.The integral
∫ f2

f1
I( f )d f is

nothing but the contribution to the total variance from the frequenciesf ∈ [ f1, f2]. A
peak in the periodogram at the frequencyf0 therefore implies that a large part of the total
variation is due to a harmonic wave with frequencyf0.
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Theorem A.4 (Fourier inversion formula). For an absolute summable sequence a:=
(at)t∈Z with Fourier transform Fa( f ) = ∑t∈Z ate−i2π f t , f ∈ R, we have

at =
∫ 1

0
Fa( f )ei2π f t d f, t ∈ Z.

Proof:

∫ 1

0
Fa( f )ei2π f t d f =

∫ 1

0

(

∑
t∈Z

ate
−i2π f t

)
ei2π f t d f =

= ∑
s∈Z

as

∫ 1

0
ei2π f (t−s) d f = at ,

since ∫ 1

0
ei2π(t−s) =

{
1 if s= t
0 else.

�

Note that we are allowed to change place of integration and summation. It is because
of the following theorem by Weierstrass

Theorem A.5 (Weierstrass). If ||ut || = supx∈I |ut(x)| ≤ at and if ∑∞
t=1at converges then

the function series∑∞
t=1ut(x) converges uniformly to a function f(x), x∈ I.

In our caseut = ate−i2π f t . Now since the functionsut(x) are continuous in the compact
interval[0,1] we are allowed to change place of integration and summation

∫

I

(
∞

∑
t=1

ut(x)dx

)
=

∞

∑
t=1

(∫

I
uk(x)dx

)
.

The inverse Fourier transform formula shows that that we canrecover the complete se-
quence(at)t∈Z from its Fourier transform. The analysis of a time series in the frequency
domain is, therefore, equivalent to the analysis in the timedomain based on the evaluation
of the autocovariance function.
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A.3.3 Spectral density estimation

Definition A.4 (Spectral density). The spectral density of a time series

Y = . . .y−k,y−k+1, . . . ,y−1,y0,y1,y2, . . . ,yk, . . .

is defined as

RY( f ) :=
∞

∑
−∞

γ(k)e−2πki.

whereγ is the autocovariance function.

In practical situations we have not observed all the values but only a finite subsequence
y1,y2, . . . ,yn. The periodogram, obtained by the discrete Fourier transform D( f ) of the
time seriesy1,y2, . . . ,yn, is an estimate of the spectral density. In [13] we see that

{
E[I( f )] = RY( f )+R(1)

n

Var(I(f)−RY(f)) = E[(I(f)−RY(f))2] = I(f)2 +R(2)
n

whereR(i)
n behaves like 1/n whenn→∞. So the periodogram is correct in expectation but

its variance does not converge to zero asn goes to infinity. An estimation of the spectral
density with reduced variance is obtained by Welch’s method.

A.3.4 Welch’s method

Welch’s method approximates the spectral density functionwith a mean of periodograms.
From the data seriesR segments of lengthM is chosen. On every of these segments (for
everyk = 1, . . . ,R) the periodogramI (k)

M ( f ) is computed. The spectral density approxima-
tion is then the mean of those periodograms:

R̂( f )n(ω) :=
1
R

R

∑
k=1

I (k)
M ( f ).

If the segments don’t overlap the periodograms are uncorrelated. Compared to the ordi-
nary periodogram, Welch approximation has reduced variance with a factorR. However
it is less accurate in frequency. This accuracy is reduced from 2π/N rad/[sampling time]
to 2Rπ/N.

A.3.5 Leakage and windows

We want to estimate the spectral density function of the timeseries is

Y = {yk}∞
k=−∞.

We have observedYn = {yk}n−1
k=0. We think of our observation as looking through a win-

dowh.
Yn = h∗Y,

Yn(t) =
∞

∑
k=0

h(k)X(t −k).

If only finitley manyh(k) 6= 0 in the seriesh = {h(k)}∞
k=−∞, thenYn(t) = {yn(k)}∞

k=−∞ is
a weak stationary process and

RYn( f ) = |H( f )|2RY( f )
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where

H( f ) =
∞

∑
0

h(k)e−i2π f k.

see [18]. A simple window is the rectangular window which is defined as

Rect(k) =

{
1 0≤ k≤ n−1
0 else.

The windows have different looks but all of them is zero outside the interval 0≤ k≤ n−1.
When looking at the spectral density function through a window so called ”leakage

effects” might occur. Since we always work with finitely manydata, instead of peaks
the estimate of the spectral function shows lobes. When we look at the spectral density
function of the convolution between a rectangular window and a simple waveform, like
cos(ωt) we observe non-zero values (commonly called leakage) at frequencies other than
ω . The leakage tends to be worst (highest) nearω and least at frequencies farthest away
from ω.

Because of this there are two problems: either a lobe is too wide and hide lobes in its
neighborhood, or a central lobe ”leaks” and induces sideloobs in its neighborhood.

The concept of leakage is connected to the conceptresolutionwhich refers to the ability
to ”discriminate spectral features”, see the help inMATLAB . In spectral density estimation
we can distinguish to frequenciesf1 and f2 only if none of them is hidden behind the
others main lobe. For the periodogram to frequenciesf1 and f1 can be distinguished only
if

∆ f = | f1− f2| >
fs
L

,

where fs is the frequency sample.

Example A.1 (Resolution). Suppose that we have a sampling frequencyfs that is 1000
Hz and that we have a sample sizeL = 10, i.e. we have observation during a period that
is 0.1 s.

∆ f >
1000
100

= 10.

We want distinguish frequencies that are less than 10 Hz apart.

Two other windows are the Blackman window and the Hamming window. They are
defined as

Blackman(k) =

{
0.42−0.5cos

( 2πk
n−1

)
+0.08cos

( 4πk
n−1

)
0≤ k≤ n−1

0 else.

Blackman windows have slightly wider central lobes and less sideband leakage than
equivalent length Hamming windows.

Hamming(k) =

{
0.54−0.46cos

( 2πk
n−1

)
+0.08cos

( 4πk
n−1

)
0≤ k≤ n−1

0 else.

Figure 47 shows a spectral estimation with different windows applied.
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Figure 45: Periodogram versus Welch’s method. Welch’s method gives a result that is not
so jumpy. The peaks can be easier to see.
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Figure 46: Welch’s metod with rectangular window (above) and Hamming window (be-
low)
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Figure 47: Welch’s metod with different windows
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Fs sin2πx sin2π2x
10 0.1 0.196
20 0.05 0.1
30 0.334 0.066

Table 21: Interpretation of the spectral density diagram infigure 48.

A.4 Spectral estimation in Matlab

During my work I used theMATLAB commandpwelch to calculate the frequencies that
generated the time series of interest. To avoid mistakes I wrote a simple codesample to
check that I used the command in a proper way.

I made a tabular for the two functionsy1 = sin(2πx) andy2 = sin(2π2x)). I think of
the unit ofx as seconds. In MATLAB -code I tookx as

x=1:1/Fs:10;

where Fs becomes a kind of sampling parameter. In figure 48 I plotted the two func-
tions for different sampling parameters. The result of thisis presented in table 21.

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

Figure 48: pwelch spectral density estimate of 2.5sin(2πx) and 3sin(2π2x) for different
sample frequencies. When the sample frequency is increased,the peak becomes higher
and shifted to the left. Also note that for all sampling frequencies, the wave with the
highest amplitude has the highest peaks.

From table 21 we observe that the relation between the quantities is

fpeak·Fs= f

where f is the ”true” frequency of the function.
If we called the vector with the values of the time series fory, then the value 1/ fpeak is

the number of values in the vectory needed for the function to complete a cycle.
Thus, when I study the PIX seriesyt = y1,y2, . . . which updates weekly (monthly) the

following hold: ”the observed frequencyfpeak in the diagram corresponds to a period of
1/ fpeakweeks (months)”.

I have to mention that this only holds for the way I usedpwelch. By definition
pwelch normalizes the frequencies. What I want to say is that one mustthink about the
scale, units and sampling frequency when doing a spectral density estimation.
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B Time domain approach

Here I explain the ARMA model and how prediction is being done.The statements in this
section can be found in [11].

B.1 The ARMA model

ARMA models plays an important role in making predictions of the future. It is used in
economics (inflation, prices. . . ), physics (sunspots), biology (agriculture) and in signal
processing.

Definition B.1 (ARMA(p,q) process). A real valued stochastic process(Yt)t∈Z is said to
be an autoregressive moving average process of orderp,q, denoted by ARMA(p,q), if it
satisfies the equation

Yt = a1Yt−1 +a2Yt−2 + . . .+apYt−p + εt +b1εt−1 +b2εt−2 + . . .+bqεt−q

where(εt)t∈Z is white noise.

B.1.1 Examples

Suppose that the temperature on Monday is 14, on Tuesday 16 and on Wednesday is
13 Celcius degrees. Furthermore suppose that the temperature is following ARMA(3,0)
process

Yt = 1.0Yt−1−0.1Yt−2 +0.1Yt−3 + εt

whereεt is white noise. Then the temperature on Wednesday is

YW = 1.0·14−0.1·16+0.1·13+ εW = 13.7+ εW,

whereεW is a random variable ”chance” which we have to simulate in some way. After
doing this we can simulate the value for Friday with the values from Thursday, Wednesday
and Tuesday. Figure 49 shows three simulation of this model where I chooseε as a
normally distributed random variable with expectationµ = 0 and varianceσ = 1.

If we use the ARMA(p,q) model for a time series which updates weekly the model

Yt = a1Yt−1 +a2Yt−2 + . . .+apYt−p + εt +b1εt−1 +b2εt−2 + . . .+bqεt−q

means the following. The next value is some numbera1 multiplied with the value last
week plus some numbera2 multiplied with the values two weeks ago . . . plus some num-
berap multiplied with the valuesp weeks ago + some numberb1 multiplied with noise
εt−1 used to obtain the value last week plus some numberb2 multiplied with noiseεt−1

used to simulate the value two weeks ago plus. . . some numberbq multiplied with the
noiseεt−q used to simulate the valuep weeks ago plus noiseεt which we have to sim-
ulate. The numbersa1,a2, . . . ,ap andb1,b2, . . . ,bq are known and does not change over
time (unless we rebuild the model).

When trying to make predictions of a data series with an ARMA-model one first choose
order (p andq) and then use the known data values to find appropriate valuesof a1, . . . ,ap

andb1, . . . ,bq.
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Figure 49: Simulation of ARMA-model. We get three different suggestions becauseεt is
a random variable.
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B.2 State space model

Again this is merely a recapture from [11].
A state-space model has a nonobservable target process(Xt) and an observable process

(Yt). The assumption is that(Yt) is a linear function of(Xt) with an added noise. The aim
is to derive the best linear estimates ofXt based on(Ys)s≤t .

A multivariate state-space model is defined by thestate equation

Xt+1 = AtXt +Btεt+1 ∈ Rk

describing the time dependent behavior ofXt ∈ Rk, and theobservation equation

Yt = CtXt +ηt ∈ Rm.

We assume that(At),(Bt) and(Ct) are sequences of known matrices, and that(εt),(ηt)
are uncorrelated sequences of white noise with mean vectors0 and known covariance
matrices Cov(εt) = E(εtεT

t ) =: Qt,Cov(ηt) = E(ηtηT
t ) =: Rt.

We suppose further thatX0,εt andηt ,t ≥ 1 are uncorrelated, where two random vectors
W ∈ R

p andV ∈ R
p are said to be uncorrelated if

E((W −E(W)(V−E(V))T) = 0.

B.3 ARMA model as state space model.

The ARMA model

Yt+1 = a1Yt +a2Yt−1 + . . .+apYt−p+1 + εt+1 +b1εt +b2εt−1 + . . .+bqεt−q+1

is a special case of the state space model

Xt+1 = AtXt +Btεt+1 ∈ R
k

Yt = CtXt +ηt ∈ R
m.

To see this choose

Xt :=
(
Yt ,Yt−1, . . . ,Yt−p+1,εt ,εt−1, . . . ,εt−q+1

)T ∈ R
p+q,

let At be the time invariant(p+q)× (p+q)-matrix

A =




a1 a2 · · · ap−1 ap b1 b2 . . . bq−1 bq

1 0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · · · · · · · 0

0 1 0 · · · 0
...

...
...

. ..
...

...
...

0 . . . 0 1 0 0 . . . . . . . . . 0
0 . . . . . . . . . 0 0 . . . . . . . . . 0
...

... 1 0 . . . . . . 0
...

... 0 1 0 . . . 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

0 . . . . . . . . . 0 0 . . . 0 1 0




.

Also letBt be the(p+q)×1 matrix

B := (1,0, . . . ,0,1,0, . . . ,0)T
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with the entry 1 at the first and (p+1)-th position, letC be the 1× (p+q) matrix

C := (1,0, . . . ,0),

let ηt be the zero vector and letεt+1 be a scalar. As we see the state space model is much
more general then the ARMA model. The reason for using the state space representation
is that there are many packages for prediction written for this model and therefore it was
useful for me to learn something about it. Now let us convinceourselves that the state
space representation really works!

By definition

Xt+1 =




Yt+1

Yt
...

Yt−p+2

εt+1
...

εt−q+2




.

The following computation shows that our choices our ofA,Xt is correct:

AX t +Bεt =

=




a1Yt +a2Yt−1 + . . .+apYt−p+1 +b1εt +b2εt−1 + . . .+bqεt−q+1

Yt
...

Yt−p+2

0
εt

εt−1
...

εt−q+2




+




εt+1

0
...
0

εt+1

0
0
...
0




=

= Xt+1

Then we have the state space equation

Xt+1 = AtXt +Btεt+1

and the observer equation
Yt = CtXt .

Example B.1. Let us find the state space representation of the ARMA(2,1)-model

Yt+1 = 2Yt +3Yt−1 + εt+1 +0.5εt .

Solution:We make the following choices ofXt ,A,B andC:

Xt =




Yt

Yt−1

εt


 ,A =




2 3 0.5
1 0 0
0 0 0


 ,B =




1
0
1


 ,C =

(
1 0 0

)
.
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Then the state equation becomes

Xt+1 = AX t +Bεt+1 =




2Yt +3Yt−1 +0.5εt + εt+1

Yt

εt+1


 .

The observation equation becomes

Yt = CXt =
(
1 0 0

)



Yt

Yt−1

εt


= Yt .

Example B.2(ARMA(3,2)-model). Let us find the state space representation of the ARMA(3,2)-
model

Yt+1 = 2Yt +3Yt−1−Yt−2 + εt+1 +0.5εt +0.2εt−1.

We make the following choices ofXt ,A,B andC:

Xt =




Yt

Yt−1

Yt−2

εt

εt−1




A =




2 3 −1 0.5 0.2
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0




,

B =




1
0
0
1
0




,C =
(
1 0 0 0 0

)
.

Then the state equation becomes

Xt+1 = AX t +Bεt+1 =

=




2Yt +3Yt−1−Yt−2 +0.5εt +0.2εt−1

Yt

Yt−1

0
εt




+




εt+1

0
0

εt+1

0




=

=




2Yt +3Yt−1−Yt−2 + εt+1 +0.5εt +0.2· εt−1

Yt

Yt−1

εt+1

εt




The observation equation becomes

Yt = CXt =
(
1 0 0 0 0

)



Yt

Yt−1

εt


= Yt .
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B.4 State-space model and prediction

It is possible to derive an appealing estimate ofXt recursively from an estimate ofXt−1,
together with the last observationYt . Working with this thesis I used the command
predict which is embedded in the system identification toolbox inMATLAB . Below
I present an outline of the theory behind the command: theKalman recursions. The
source I have used is [11]. More details can be found there or in [13]. Note however
that these two sources use different but equivalent matrix notation, state space models and
prediction formula.

We want to compute the best linear prediction

X̂t := D1Y1 + . . .+DtYt (B.1)

of Xt , based onY1, . . . ,Yt .
One can show that a necessary condition forX̂t to be the best linear prediction is that

E((Xt − X̂t)YT
s ) = 0, 1≤ s≤ t. (B.2)

Now let X̂t−1 be a linear prediction ofXt−1 fulfilling (B.2). Then

X̃t := At−1X̂t−1

is the best linear prediction ofXt based onY1, . . . ,Yt−1. This is seen by replacing theεt

in the state equation by its expectation0.
One can show that

Ŷt := CtX̃t

is the best linear prediction ofYt based onY1,Y2, . . . ,Yt−1.
Define now by

∆t := E((Xt − X̂t)(Xt − X̂t)
T)

and
∆̃t := E((Xt − X̃t)(Xt − X̃t)

T)

the covariance matrices of the approximation errors.
One can show that

X̂t = X̃t + K̂ t(Yt − Ỹt)

whereK t , called theKalman gain, is the solution of the equation

K t(Ct ∆̃tCT
t +Rt) = ∆̃tCT

t . (B.3)

The prediction with the Kalman filter is done in the followingway:
(i) Choose initial values̃X1 and∆̃1. One frequently puts̃X1 = 0 and∆̃1 as the diagonal

matrix with constant entriesσ2 > 0. There are more sophisticated methods for choosing
the initial values but theoretical results as well as simulations has shown that the estimates
X̂t are often not affected by the initial values ift is large.

(ii) In the predicting step we first compute

X̃t = At−1 ˆXt−1,

Ỹt = CtX̃t

∆̃t = At−1∆t−1AT
t−1 +Bt−1Qt−1BT

t−1.
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(iii) In the updating step we compute the new Kalman gain the prediction and the covari-
ance matrix of the approximation error.

K t = ∆̃tCT
t (Ct ∆̃tCT

t +Rt)
−1,

X̂t = X̃t + K̂ t(Yt − Ỹt)

∆t = ∆̃t −K tCt ∆̃t .

We obtain anh step prediction by iterating the equation

X̃t+h = At+h−1X̃t+h−1, h≥ 1

with the initial valueX̃t+0 := X̂t . The prediction of̃Yt+h is then

Ỹt+h = Ct+hX̃t+h.

In the special case when the matricesA andC are time invariant theh step prediction
becomes

X̃t+h = AhX̂t , h≥ 1.

Ỹt+h = CAhX̂t .

B.5 Predicting PIX contracts a whole year ahead

Since the prices I worked with updated monthly I worked the following way: I gave the
model the history, for instance the years 1997-2000, to build an ARMA-model i.e. find
suitable value ofa1,a2, . . . ,ap andb2,b2, . . . ,bp. To predict the value in January 2001 I
made a 1-step prediction from December 2000. To predict the value of February I made a
2-step prediction, and so on. The value in December 2001 was estimated with a 12-step
prediction from December 2000.

Then I rebuilt the model based on the value from 1997-2001 andpredicted the values
in 2002. And so on. . .
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C Basic statistics

This is an introduction to some statistical tests. More information can be found in [3] or
[14]. I will denote variance byσ2 and standard deviation withσ . If nothing else is stated
I will use the Swedish notationN(µ,σ) instead of the international notationN(µ,σ2) to
denote a normal distribution with expectationµ and varianceσ2.

C.1 Test for two populations

To test if two populations differ you normally check if they have equal medians. One
reason for studying the median is that it is ”a better measureof location than the mean
for highly skewed distributions or data with associated measurement errors” [26]. Hence
”difference in location of two long-tailed distributions is usually identified by a difference
between medians” [26]. Another reason for using median is that it is easy to implement
tests for the median.

Some tests are designed for pairwise observation. Such tests are appropriate if we
study obvious pairs. For instance we can have paired samplesof random variablesXand
Y denoting blood pressure of a number of patients before and and after treatment.

C.1.1 Wilcoxon’s signed test (two sided)

I don’t use this test in this paper, but I mention it anyway as an introduction to the
signed-rank test which I use. The test is a nonparametric test designed for paired samples
(x1,y1),(x2,y2), . . . ,(xn,yn) of the populationsX andY. Denote the median for popula-
tion X andY with Mdx andMdy respectively. The null hypothesisH0 and the alternate
hypothesisH1 for the test are the following:

H0 : Mdx = Mdy

H1 : Mdx = Mdy +θ , θ 6= 0

We start with computing the differenceszi = yi − xi for i = 1,2, . . . ,n. Under the null
hypothesis the differencesz1,z2, . . . ,zn constitute a sample from a population with median
zero.

The question is if our observed data(x1,y1), . . . ,(xn,yn) cast doubt onH0. The assump-
tion for the test is that the differencesz1,z2, . . . ,zn comes from a symmetrical distribution.
Therefore in theory we don’t have anyzk = 0, for k = 1, . . . ,n. However, in practice this
can occur. Suppose that we haven0 number of zero-differences. Then we only consider
theñ = n−n0 differences different from zero.

We compute the number of positive differences

Z :=
ñ

∑
i=1

Izi ,

where

Izi =

{
1 if zi > 0
0 else.

Under the null hypothesisH0 the probability for an arbitraryzi to be positive is equal to
the probability for it to be negative. Now define

Q0 = min(Z), ñ−Z.

We can considerQ0 as an observation of a random variableQ∈ Binom(ñ,1/2).
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The probability for our samplez1,z2, . . . ,zn to generate aQ that is less than or equal to
Q0 is

P[Q≤ Q0] =
Q0

∑
i=0

(
ñ
i

)
(1/2)i(1−1/2)ñ−i =

Q0

∑
i=0

(
ñ
i

)
(1/2)ñ.

This computation gives the probability that the null hypothesisH0 is violated in one direc-
tion. For example we may only have covered the case ofQ0, or less values, smaller than
the median and we have to cover the case ofQ0, or less values, larger than the median
(since we consider a two sided test).

The probability that the null hypothesis is true is then

p = 2· ∑
i≤Q0

(
ñ
i

)
(1/2)ñ.

If p > α we cannot regret the null hypothesis on the confidence levelα. On the other
hand if p < α this casts doubt on the null hypothesis and the treatment is significant on
the confidence gradeα. Typical choices ofα are 0.05,0.01 and 0.01.

In MATLAB the test is implemented assigntest.

C.1.2 Wilcoxon’s singed-rank test

This test is a non-parametric test for paired observation. It was introduced by Wilcoxon
1945 and ”occupy a significant position in the branch of nonparametric statistics”. [26]

Just as in the signed case we have sampled pairs of two populationsX andY with the
same median under the null hypothesis. With the same notation as earlier, defineZ as
the space of differenceszi = yi −xi. Map all these differences to their absolute value, i.e.
zi 7→ wi = |zi| for all i. Let S be the set of allwi 6= 0. Order the elementsS by ≤ and
assign ranks so that the smallest value get rank 1 and then we increase rank: 2,3,4, . . .. If
two or more elements are the same (a tie) they all get the same rank: the mean of the rank
they would have had if they weren’t equal. Sum the ranks whoseinverse images in the
spaceZ are positive differenceszi and denote this sumW+. Do the same for negative
differences and denote this sumW−.

Now let W0 := min(W+,W−). A smallW0, meaning thatz1,z2, . . . ,zn are unequally
distributed around zero, casts doubt on the null hypothesis. To decide what is large and
what is small we use a table such as the one to be found at [19]. Let W be the random
variable whichW0 is a observation of. For largen (MATLAB usesn = 15 as the threshold)
one can use the normal approximation

Q :=
(W−0.5− N(N+1)

4 )√
(N(N+1)(2N+1)

24 )
∈ N(0,1).

If our observed

Q0 :=
(W0−0.5− N(N+1)

4 )√
(N(N+1)(2N+1)

24 )

is such that
P[Q > Q0] < α/2

we reject the null hypothesis at confidence gradeα.
In MATLAB this test can be run by using the commandsignrank.
Source [19] referring to ([10], p.36) states that
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”The Wilcoxon test is generally a more powerful test than theSign test. Studies have
shown that the relative efficiency of the Sign test, comparedto the Wilcoxon, is 2/3 when
the differences are normally distributed, and 1/3 when theyare uniformly distributed.”.

C.1.3 t-test

The t-test is a parametric test designed for paired samples.Assume that(x1,y1),(x2,y2), . . . ,(xn,yn)
form a random sample of the normal distributed populationsX andY with meanµx and
µy respectively. The variance for these distributions are assumed to be equal. The null
hypothesisH0 and the alternate hypothesisH1 for the test are the following:

H0 : µx = µy

H1 : µx = µy +θ , θ 6= 0

The differencesz1 = x1−y1, . . . ,zn = xn−yn constitute a sample from a normal popula-
tion. If the standard deviationσ of this population is unknown, which is often the case,
one approximatesσ with

s=

√
1

n−1

n

∑
i=1

(zi − z̄)2

and compute the test statistics

t0 =
z̄−µ0

s/
√

n
. (C.1)

We can regardt0 as a sample of a random variablet from a t-distribution withn−1 degrees
of freedom. In other wordst0 is a random sample from a population with density

fn−1(x) =
Γ(n

2)√
(n−1)πΓ

(
n−1

2

)
(

1+
x2

n−1

)−n/2

, x∈ R,

whereΓ has the distribution

Γ(c) =
∫ ∞

0
xc−1e−xdx, wherec> 0.

(see [3]).
Now if

P(t > |t0|)>

{
α/2 if the test is two-sided
α if the test is one-sided

⇔ |t|<
{

tn−1,α/2 if the test is two-sided
tn−1,α if the test is one-sided

we cannot reject the null hypothesis. In the formulatx denote thex-percentile of the
t-distribution.

Definition C.1 (Percentile). A percentiledx is the value of a variable below which ax
percent of observations fall. So for a density functionfd(z) we have

∫ ∞

dx

fd(z)dz= x

For small values ofn the t-distribution has fatter tails and less probability mass around
the mean than a normal distribution. Asn increases thet-distribution converges to a
normal distribution (see figure 50).
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Figure 50: Probability density functions:t-distribution for 2,3,4 (blue) and 14 (black)
degrees of freedom compared with a normal distribution (red).
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A two sided confidence interval containing the meanµx−µy with probability 1−α is

Iµx−µy =

(
z̄− tn−1,α/2

s√
n
, z̄+ tn−1,α/2

s√
n

)
.[15][3]

When do we use a one sided and when do we use a two sided test? In almost all practical
situations two sided tests are used. A one sided test shouldonly be performed if it is
clear that the variablesx andy only can differ in one direction. The reason for this is that
with a one-sided test we are more likely to reject the hypothesis H0 and this might not
be justified. For instance if we consider the effects of a drugwe can’t know whether it
has positive effects or not and therefore a one-sided test cannot be justified.If we where
100% sure that the drug had positive effects it would be unethical to have a control groups
given sugar pills. [9]

C.2 Test for several populations

The previously discussed test only deals with comparison oftwo populations. Suppose
that we haven populations and that we want to know if these population havea common
mean value. If we do pairwise comparison with the t-test thenwe have

(n
2

)
pairs, and

an equal amount of null hypotheses to test. If each of these null hypotheses hold with
probability 0.95 thenall of them holds with probability 0.95 to the power of

(n
2

)
which

clearly is less than 0.95 for n > 2 and goes fast to zero. Tests for several populations
such as ANOVA gives the probability that a condition for all population holds or give
simultaneous confidence intervals that hold together as a group with confidence gradeα
where 0< α < 1.

C.2.1 ANOVA

The procedure known as theAnalysis of Varianceor ANOVA is used to test the hypothesis
of equality of means of two or more populations.

In this paper I used a one-way univariate ANOVA in Section 6 and 4. The following
explanation and a generalization to the multivariate case can be found in [14].

For l = 1,2, . . . ,g assume thatxl1,xl2, . . . ,xlnl is random sample from a populationXl

that has distributionN(µl ,σ2). Assume that the random samples are independent.
The idea is to represent thel :th population meanµl as the sum ofµl = µ + τl , where

µ is overall mean.The null hypothesis can then be representedas

H0 : τ1 = τ2 = . . . = τg = 0.

We can considerxl j as an observation of the random variable

µ + τl + εl j

whereεl j ∈ N(0,σ2). Thus we can use the suggestive representation

xl j = x̄+(x̄l − x̄)+(xl j − x̄l )

wherex̄ is an estimate ofµ, τ̄l = (x̄l − x̄), is an estimate ofτl , andxl j − x̄l is an estimate
of the errorεl j .

One can show that the total distance between the observations and the mean can be
expressed as the sum of the variation between the samples andthe variation within the
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samples. With SS as shorthand forSum of squaresthis becomes

n

∑
l=1

nl

∑
j=1

(xl j − x̄)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
total SS

=
g

∑
l=1

nl (x̄l − x̄)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
SStr between samples

+
n

∑
l=1

nl

∑
j=1

(xl j − x̄l )
2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
SSres within (samples)

.

We reject the hypothesisH0 : τ1 = τ2 = . . . = τg = 0 at levelα if

F =
SStr/(g−1)

SSres/
(
∑g

l=1nl −g
) > F(g−1),∑nl−g(α)

whereFg−1,∑nl−g(α) is the upper (100α)th percentile of the F-distribution withg−1 and
Σnl −g degrees of freedom.

Both theF-distribution and the ANOVA test are implemented inMATLAB .

C.2.2 Kruskal-Wallis test

This is a non-parametric test that can be used to test the hypothesis that the means among
two or more groups are equal. It can be thought of the non-parametric analogy to ANOVA
or the multi comparison analogy of the ranksum test. The following can be found in [24].

We havea≥ 2 treatment groups from which we have samples of sizen1,n2, . . . ,na. Let
yi j be the jth observation from theith treatment,i = 1,2, . . . ,a; j = 1,2,3. . . ,n. We will
assume that the data on thei:th treatment form a random sample from a continous c.d.f.
Fi, i = 1,2, . . . ,a, and that the random samples are mutually independent. We also assume
that the distribution functions only differ by location so that

Fi(y) = F(y−θi),

whereθi is the location parameter ofFi andF is a common unknown distribution. The
null hypothesis for this test is

H0 : θ1 = θ2 = . . . = θa

and the alternate hypothesis is

H1 : θi < θ j for somei 6= j.

The algorithm is as follows

1. Rank allN = ∑a
i=1ni observations in ascending order. Assign midranks in case of

ties. Letr i j = rank(yi j ). Note that ther i j sum to 1+2+ . . .+n = N(N+1)/2 and
the average rank equals(N+1)/2.

2. Calculate rank means

r̄ i =

(
ni

∑
j=1

r i j

)
/ni , i = 1,2, . . . ,a.

3. Calculate the Kruskal-Wallis test statistics

kw =
12

N(N+1)

a

∑
i=1

ni

(
r̄i −

N+1
2

)2

=
12

N(N+1)

a

∑
i=1

r2
i

ni
−3(N+1).

4. RejectH0 at significans levelα if kw > χ2
a−1,α .
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D Approximation theory

In the paper I use both Fourier and wavelet analysis. They arein a branch of mathematics
called approximation theory. Here I will present the history of approximation theory, with
some useful theorems included. The sources I have used is [7], which is introductory and
can be understood by an upper secondary school student, and [2] which is a well written
and deeper.

D.1 Introduction

The idea of approximation theory is that we want to work with an object f but instead we
work with an objectg that is very much likef . For examplef could be a piece of music
that we want to store in a computer. However if we storedf it would require too much
memory of the computer, therefore we approximatef with gand storeg instead. Typically
g is easier to work with from some point of view. In the case of Taylor polynomials these
have nice mathematical properties. The main thing for wavelets is that they can be used
to store data in a compact form. The music format MP3 uses thistechnique: a song of 3
minutes is compressed to 3 MB and still sounds like the original. The high frequencies
that we don’t hear anyway are omitted.

FBI uses wavelets when compressing finger prints. FBI gets 30000 new fingerprints
every day, and therefore want an optimal storage of this information. The reason for
using wavelets is that they store the lines in the fingerprints well, which Fourier series
approximation has problems with (see [7]).

In this paper I use wavelets as a visual tool to get an idea of the underlying movements
of the PIX index.

D.2 Mathematical advances

In 1712 (if we believe Wikipedia) Taylor showed a theorem forhow to construct polyno-
mials that approximates a function.

Theorem D.1. Taylor series If the (n+1)st order derivative, f(n+1)(x), exists for all x in
an interval containing a and x, then

Pn(x) = f (a)+ f ′(a)(x−a)+
f ′′(a)

2!
(x−a)2 + . . .+

f (n)(a)

n!
(x−a)n

is an approximation of f such that

f (x) = Pn(x)+En(x).

En(x) is an error term given by

En(x) =
f (n+1)(ξ )

(n+1)!
(x−a)n+1

whereξ ∈ (a,x).

The theorem was found in [1].
The problem when using Taylor polynomials when approximating functions is that the

(n+1)st of the function must exist.
In 1885 Weierstrass showed the following:
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Theorem D.2. Stone-Weierstrass
Let I be a closed and bounded interval and let f: I → R a continuous function. Then

for all ε > 0 there exists a polynomial P such that| f (x)−P(x)| < ε for all x ∈ I.

Remark.Weierstrass theorem is just about existence. It does not reveal the coefficients of
the polynomial. So we know that it exists but not how it looks.

D.3 Fourier series

In 1753 Daniel Bernoulli proposed

a0

2
+ ∑

n∈N

ancos(nt)+ ∑
n∈N

bnsin(nt) (D.1)

as a solution to the wave equation

∂ 2w
∂ t2 = α2∂ 2w

∂x2 .

In 1757 Euler published the integral forms

an =
1
π

∫ π

−π
f (t)cos(nt)dt, n∈ N∪{0}

and

bn =
1
π

∫ π

−π
f (t)sin(nt)dt, n∈ N.

In 1807 when studying heat diffusion Fourier gave birth to ”Fourier analysis”. His belief
was thatanyperiodic could be represented with a so called Fourier series on the form

a0

2
+ ∑

n∈N

ancos(nt)+ ∑
n∈N

bnsinnt.

where

an =
1
π

∫ π

−π
f (t)cos(nt)dt, n∈ N∪{0}

and

bn =
1
π

∫ π

−π
f (t)sin(nt)dt, n∈ N.

The relationship betweenf and its Fourier transform̂f can be written more compact as

f̂ (n) =
1

2π

∫ π

−π
f (t)e−int dt (D.2)

f = ∑
n∈Z

f̂ (n)eint . (D.3)

Fourier did not worry about if the series above were convergent or not. His contem-
poraries, Lagrange, Legendre, and Laplace objected Fourier’s conjecture. A new era of
mathematics had started.

In 1829 Dirichlet showed that the Fourier series of a piecewise smooth functions on
[−π,π] converges pointwise at everyt to the average of the limiting values

f (t−)+ f (t+)

2
.
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The problem with convergence of Fourier series has been an issue ever since. In 1968
Hunt showed that the Fourier series of any functionf ∈ Lp[−π,π] where 1< p < ∞ con-
verges pointwise almost everywhere on[−π,π]. However, Kolmogorov gave an example
of a function inL1[−π,π] whose Fourier seriesdiverges at every point.

We can extend the Fourier transform to the interval[−p, p] by making a variable sub-
stitution in formulas (D.2) and (D.3) to obtain.

f̂ (n) =
1

2p

∫ p

−p
f (t)e−inπt/pdt (D.4)

f = ∑
n∈Z

f̂ (n)einπt/p. (D.5)

After making the variable substitutionωn = nπ/p and taking the limit asp goes to infinity
we end up in a Riemann integral which gives us

f (t) =
1

2π

∫ ∞

−∞
f̂ (ω)eiωt dω

where
f̂ (ω) =

∫ ∞

−∞
f (t)e−iωt dt.

The last formula is known as Fourier’s inversion formula anddoes not hold for arbitraryf ,
but it holds in every continuous pointt of f if f and f̂ are integrable onR and f̂ ∈ L1(R)
(p. 312 [2]).

D.3.1 The Discrete Fourier Transform

During this work with time series we have been working in discrete time. Analogous to
the Fourier transform in the discrete case is

D f (n) :=
n−1

∑
k=0

f (k)e−2π ikn/N,n∈ ZN

whereZN is a finite set with the discrete measure andf : ZN → C. D f (n) is calledthe
discrete Fourier transform.

The inversion formula in the discrete case is

f (n) =
1
N

N−1

∑
k=0

D f (k)e2π ikn/N.

This can be expressed in matrix form as




D f (0)
· · ·

D f (N−1)


=




1 1 · · · 1
1 e−1·2π i/N e−2·2π i/N · · · e−(N−1)·2π i/N

1 e−2·2π i/N e−2·2·2π i/N · · · e−2(N−1)·2π i/N

...
...

...
...

...
1 e−(N−1)·2π i/N e−2·(N−1)·2π i/N · · · e−(N−1)2·2π i/N







f (0)
· · ·

f (N−1)




which we write more compact as
D f = MN f . (D.6)

Note the symmetry in the matrixMN. This symmetry is used by the Fast Fourier Trans-
form (FFT) to compute the Discrete Fourier Transform in an efficient way. In the case
N = 2k the N2 multiplications needed when computing (D.6) in an ordinaryway is re-
duced toN log2n. For more details about this algorithm see [2].
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D.4 Wavelets

Given a class of functions, for exampleL2(R), the functions that are square integrable
on R, we take a functionΨ from this class and translate and dilate it to obtain a basis
{Ψ j,k} j,k∈Z for the class.

ForL2(R) a wavelet basis is on the form:

Ψa,b(t) = |a|−1/pΨ
(

t −b
a

)
, p > 0,a,b∈ R,a 6= 0.

An example of a wavelet system is the Haar wavelets

Ψ j,k(t) = 2 j/2Ψ(2 jt −k), j,k∈ Z,

with

Ψ(t) =





1, t ∈ [0,1/2)
−1, t ∈ [1/2,1)
0, elsewhere

This wavelet system forms an orthonormal basis forL2(R). That means that any function
f ∈ L2(R) can be represented as

f = ∑
j∈Z

∑
k∈Z

c j,kΨ j,k(x)

with convergence in|| · ||2 norm where

c j,k = 〈 f ,Ψ j,k〉 =
∫ ∞

−∞
f (x)ψ j,k(x)dx.

The advantage of wavelets compared to Fourier series is thatwe have many mother
waveletsΨ to choose from, depending on the situation. Wavelets also have faster conver-
gence for functions that have peaks but are zero outside somesmall interval.
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E Choice of inflation measure

I discounted the PIX value with the inflation measure KPI. Thechoice KPI was based
on email correspondance with SCB Sweden’s national center ofstatistics. I later realized
that PPI might have been a better choice. However then six months of work had already
been done. I deleted my first email from SCB but send another oneat the end of my work.
In both emails was recommended to choose KPI. I attach the email I received from SCB
070606:

Hej Tobias,
jo det låter vettigt att använda KPI, som är det gängse måttetför inflationsberäkningar

i Sverige. Om du vill läsa mer om KPI i allmänhet följ länken nedan;
http://www.scb.se/statistik/PR/PR0101/PR0101_BS_2007.doc
Lycka till !
Mvh,
Peter Nilsson

Statistiska centralbyrån (SCB)
Prisstatistik (MP/PR)
Box 24300
104 51 Stockholm
Tfn 08-506 943 09
Fax 08-506 943 10
Peter.Nilsson@scb.se
www.scb.se

fråga: Hej!
Jag håller på med ett examensarbete i tillämpad matematik där jag jobbar med priser

på pappersmassa. Jag skulle vilja diskontera dessa priser,och undrar vilket inflationsmått
jag ska välja. Mina priser är givna i USD. Jag funderar på att välja inflationsmåttet KPI.
Har ni något tips?

Namn: Tobias Janstad
Organisation/Företag: student
E-post: tjamm03@student.vxu.se
Utdelningsadress:
Postnummer, Postadress:
Telefon:
Fax:
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F Matlab code

When I discounted the PIX-index I wrote aMATLAB program ”discount4.m” that loaded
two text files. The text files were ”discountdata.txt” and ”KPI.txt”. Dicsountdata consists
of two columns: the first with a date on the form ’dd-mm-yy” such as ”24-Oct-06” or
”24-10-06”. Note that the dates are ordered so the the first data is at the row with highest
number. The second column has the corresponding PIX-value.This text file can easily be
created from the PIX-history available at ”www.foex.fi”. The only thing to do is to replace
every comma sign with a dot, sinceMATLAB uses dot as delimiter between integer and
fractional part in the decimal notation system.

One thing to think about is that if we have the KPI numbers found at [6] until October
2006 then we only know the KPI change until September 2006 so we can’t use the PIX-
values in October 2006. If we do that anyway myMATLAB program will return rubbish
the last month.

For linear regression I used the toolbox cftool inMATLAB .

Listings

matlabfiler/AvgPIX.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99
matlabfiler/Brown.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99
matlabfiler/contracts.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 100
matlabfiler/compare.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 105
matlabfiler/densest.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .106
matlabfiler/diffpred.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 107
matlabfiler/diffpred2.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 108
matlabfiler/discount4.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 110
matlabfiler/gauss.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 112
matlabfiler/listprices.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 112
matlabfiler/listpred2.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 114
matlabfiler/listpredmatrix.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 114
matlabfiler/month.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 118
matlabfiler/nigdens.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .119
matlabfiler/nigskattning.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 119
matlabfiler/PIX.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119
matlabfiler/predapp.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .119
matlabfiler/predapp2.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .120
matlabfiler/predmatrix.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 120
matlabfiler/PlotDiscount.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 122
matlabfiler/PlotSin.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .123
matlabfiler/runKW.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124
matlabfiler/sample.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 128
matlabfiler/spektra.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .129
matlabfiler/wavelet3.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .129
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frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefunction[y] = AvgPIX(n)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex=discount2([0]);%we load the discounted time series.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%We create an average vector m.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%and some comparevector c.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=n:length(x)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemeantemp=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor j=1:n
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemeantemp=meantemp+x(i−j+1);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapem(i−(n−1))=meantemp/n;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapec(i−(n−1))=x(i);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapedisp(’length of x’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapedisp(length(x));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapedisp(’length of m’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapedisp(length(m));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapedisp(’length of c’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapedisp(length(c));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeholdon
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(m),axistight
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeset(gca,’Color’,’w’) %backgroundcolor
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeset(findobj(’Type’,’line’),’Color’,’k’) %Next line is black.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(c),axistight

frameshapeframeshape

frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefunction[param] = brown
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%Denna funktionen fyller vektorn y med priserna på massa.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey=load(’discountdata2.txt’,’−ascii’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex=y(:,2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex=flipud(x);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeX=diff (log(x));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(X),axis tight
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefigure;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapehistfit(X);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapesigma=std(X);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemu=mean(X)+sigma^2/2;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeparam=[mu, sigma];
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemu
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapesigma
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapehistfit(diff(x))
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapek1=mean(X);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapek2=var(X);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeg1=skewness(X);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeg2=kurtosis(X)−3;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapea=3*sqrt(3*g2−4*g1^2)/(3*g2−5*g1^2)/sqrt(k2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeb=3*g1/(3*g2−5*g1^2)/sqrt(k2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshaped=3*sqrt(k2)*sqrt(3*g2−5*g1^2)/(3*g2−4*g1^2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapem=k1−3*g1*sqrt(k2)/(3*g2−4*g1^2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey =[a b d m];
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frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape[fkern x]=densest(X);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeparameter=nigskattning(X);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapea=parameter(1); b=parameter(2); d=parameter(3); m=parameter(4);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefnig=nigdens(x,a,b,d,m);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeT=length(x);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%sigma=std(X);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%mu=sigma^2/2+log(x(T)/x(1))/T;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapenormal=normpdf(x,mu,sigma);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefigure;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(x,fkern,x,fnig,x,normal);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetitle(’Density estimation comparedwith NIG and normal distribution’)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%The following code is not beutiful but it works.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor j=1:10:500
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetext(j,fnig(j),’NIG density’,’FontSize’,14)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor j=1:10:length(fkern)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetext(j,fkern(j),’density estimation’,’FontSize’,14)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor j=1:10:length(fkern)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetext(j,normal(j),’normal density’,’FontSize’,14)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;

frameshapeframeshape

frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefunction[ttestdiff,ttestmatrix,wilcoxon,meanavgcurr,DiffFirstLastCurrent,
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeDiffAvgCurrent,DiffLastPrev,DiffAvgPrev,DiffAvgLastThree]=contracts(choice)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%The idea with this file is to calculate the different prizes of different
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%contracts based on the PIX index. I also do some statistical tests.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%If choice ==1 compare ordinary prizes
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%If choice ==0 compare discounted prizes
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecloseall;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex=load(’discountdata2.txt’,’−ascii’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex=flipud(x);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(x(:,2)),axistight;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetemp=size(x);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeantal_rader=temp(1);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeantal_kolonner=temp(2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeKPI=load(’KPI3.txt’,’ −ascii’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:(length(KPI)−1)%moddad
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeinflationrate(i)=KPI(i+1)/KPI(i);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemonthcounter=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:antal_rader
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeboolean=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif i>1 %This checks if it is a new month.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif x(i,1)<x(i−1,1)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeboolean=1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
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frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelseboolean=1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif x(i,1)<8&boolean;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%It’s the first PIX−value of this month!
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemonthcounter=monthcounter+1;%To find monthly KPI.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetemp=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeweekcount=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapewhile x(i,1)>temp
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeweekcount=weekcount+1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetemp=x(i,1);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapei=i+1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif i>antal_rader
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapebreak;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex(i−weekcount,3)=weekcount;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(’monthcounter: ’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(monthcounter);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(’length of inflationratevector: ’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(length(inflationrate));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif monthcounter<=length(inflationrate)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex(i−weekcount,4)=inflationrate(monthcounter);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelsedisp(’hallo’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelse
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(i);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex(i,3)=x(i−1,3);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex(i,4)=x(i−1,4);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapediscountfactor=1;%calculating discountfactor
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:antal_rader
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex(i,5)=x(i,4)^(1/x(i,3));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%x(1,5)=1;%fill in the zeros
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%x(1,6)=x(1,2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:antal_rader%discounting
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapediscountfactor=discountfactor*x(i,5);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex(i,6)=x(i,2)/discountfactor;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey(:,1)=x(:,1);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif choice==1%compare ordinary prizes
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey(:,2)=x(:,2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelseifchoice==0%compare disconted prizes
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey(:,2)=x(:,6);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelsedisp(’error’)
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frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%y(1:10,1:3)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(’nice’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%I want to create data of our six monthly contracts
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%I compute the non−discounted.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%1. Average first and last PIX current month
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%2. Average PIX current month
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%3. Last PIX previous month
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%4. Average PIX previous month
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%5. Average of last three months averages.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetemp=size(y);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeantal_rader=temp(1);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeantal_kolonner=temp(2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapelast=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemonthcounter=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:antal_rader
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeboolean=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif i>1 %This checks if it is a new month.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif y(i,1)<y(i−1,1)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeboolean=1;%It is a new month
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelseboolean=1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif y(i,1)<8&boolean;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapelastprev=last;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%It’s the first PIX−value of this month!
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefirst=y(i,2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemonthcounter=monthcounter+1;%
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetemp=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeweekcount=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemonthavg=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapewhile y(i,1)>temp
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeweekcount=weekcount+1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeweekly(monthcounter,weekcount)=y(i,2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetemp=y(i,1);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapei=i+1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemonthavg=monthavg+y(i−1,2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif i>antal_rader
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapebreak;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapelast=y(i−1,2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefirstlast=(first+last)/2;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeprize(monthcounter,1)=firstlast;%average of first and last PIX current
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemonth.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeprize(monthcounter,2)=monthavg/weekcount;%average current month.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeprize(monthcounter,3)=lastprev;%last previous month.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelse%It is not the first PIX−value this month.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
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frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%monthcounter
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%set average last month
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeprize(1,4)=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=2:monthcounter;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeprize(i,4)=prize(i−1,2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%Set last three months average.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeprize(1,5)=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeprize(2,5)=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeprize(3,5)=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=4:monthcounter;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeprize(i,5)=(prize(i−1,2)+prize(i−2,2)+prize(i−3,2))/3;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%Now the columns in matrix ’’prizes’’ contain our five prizes above.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%y(1:15,1:3)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeprize(1:monthcounter,1:5);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefigure;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplotprize=prize;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplotprize(1:3,:) = [];
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemeanprizes=mean(plotprize);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%plot(plotprize(:,2));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeholdon;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%plot(plotprize(:,5),’r’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefigure;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemeanavgcurr=mean(prize(:,2));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%We do a signrank test!
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetesting=prize;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetesting(1:3,:) = [];
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:5
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor j=1:5
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapep = signrank(testing(:,i),testing(:,j),0.05);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapewilcoxon(i,j)=p;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(’end of signrank test’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%t−test
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:5
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor j=1:5
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape[h,sig,ci] = ttest2(testing(:,i),testing(:,j),0.05);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapettestmatrix(i,j)=sig;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(’end of t−test’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%I now introduce difference with the current month average.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:5;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapediff (:,i)=prize(:,i)−prize(:,2);
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frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecompare=diff(1:monthcounter,1:5);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecompare(1:3,:) = [];%deletes the first three rows of matrix compare.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%Matrix compare now contains information for comparing the contracts.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%compare
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%We return differences
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(compare(:,1)),axistight
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeset(findobj(gca,’Type’,’line’,’Color’,[0 0 1]),’Color’,[0.4 0.4 0.4])
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeholdon;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(compare(:,3),’r’),axistight
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeholdon;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(compare(:,4),’k’),axistight
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeholdon;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(compare(:,5),’b’),axistight
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%’c’, ’m’, ’y’, ’r’, ’g’, ’b’, ’w’, and ’k’
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefigure;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeDiffFirstLastCurrent=compare(:,1);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeDiffAvgCurrent=compare(:,2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeDiffLastPrev=compare(:,3);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeDiffAvgPrev=compare(:,4);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeDiffAvgLastThree=compare(:,5);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−average of differences
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(’We perform a ttest for confidence interval for differences’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:5
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemean(compare(:,i));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape[h,cig,ci]=ttest(compare(:,i));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeci;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(’end of means and confidence intervals’)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%We now do a t−test to check the hypotes that if the errors in compare
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%where normal−distributed they would have mean zero.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%histfit(compare(:,4));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapedisp(’Doing a t−test on the differences’)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:5;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemeanerror(i)=mean(compare(:,i));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape[h,sig,ci]=ttest(compare(:,i),0);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshaperesult(i,1)=h;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshaperesult(i,2)=sig;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshaperesult(i,3:4)=ci;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%meanerror%utfallet visar att hittills har avg month varit dyrast
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapettestdiff=result;%men det kan vara slump, inte statistiskt säkerställt.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%weekly
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapedisp(’Now comparing prize of different weeks’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapedisp(’t−test’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:4
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape% mean(weekly(:,i))
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecompare2(:,i)=weekly(:,i)−weekly(:,1);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape[h,sig,ci]=ttest(compare2(:,i),0);
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frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshaperesult(i,1)=h;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshaperesult(i,2)=sig;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshaperesult(i,3:4)=ci;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapedisp(’signrank test’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%weekly
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapenumbof5=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:length(weekly)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif weekly(i,5)>0
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapenumbof5=numbof5+1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefifthcomp(numbof5,:)=weekly(i,:);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%fifthcomp
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeclearWWM;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:4
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor j=1:4
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape[p,h,stats] = signrank(weekly(:,i),weekly(:,j),0.05);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeWWM(i,j)=p;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeWWM
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeclearWWM;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:5
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor j=1:5
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape[p,h,stats] = signrank(fifthcomp(:,i),fifthcomp(:,j),0.05);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeWWM(i,j)=p;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeWWM
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapedisp(’end of compare’);

frameshapeframeshape

frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefunctioncompare
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape[ttestdiff,ttestmatrix,wilcoxon,meanavgcurr,DiffFirstLastCurrent,DiffAvgCurrent,
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeDiffLastPrev,DiffAvgPrev,DiffAvgLastThree]=contracts(0);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecloseall;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey(:,1)=DiffFirstLastCurrent
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey(:,2)=DiffLastPrev;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey(:,3)=DiffAvgPrev;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey(:,4)=DiffAvgLastThree;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%These vectors have been created earlier with ’contracts.m’.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecolorarray=char(’r’,’b’,’k’,’g’,’c’,’y’,’b’,’k’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefigure;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeholdon;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:4
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(y(:,i),colorarray(i));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%The figure shows that the blue contract gives the greatest differences.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeholdoff;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%’Color’,[0 0.2 0.7]
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frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeset(findobj(gca,’Type’,’line’,’Color’,[0 0 1]),’Color’,[0 0.2 0.7])
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor j=1:3
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefigure;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeholdon;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:4
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif i==1 y=DiffFirstLastCurrent;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelseifi==2 y=DiffLastPrev;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelseifi==3 y=DiffAvgPrev;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelsey=DiffAvgLastThree;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey=y−mean(y);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeFs=1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeNw=floor(length(y)/1);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif j==1
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeW=window(@blackman,Nw);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelseifj==2
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeW=window(@rectwin,Nw);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelseW=window(@hamming,Nw);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeNfft=length(y);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%pwelch(y,[],[],Nfft);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape[Pyy,w]=pwelch(y,W,fix(Nw/10),Nfft,Fs);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefwelch=w/(2*pi);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapelen=floor(length(fwelch)/2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(fwelch(1:len),Pyy(1:len),colorarray(i),’linewidth’,1.0),axistight
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif j==1
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%title(’blackman window’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelseifj==2
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%title(’rectangular window’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelse% title(’hamming window’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;

frameshapeframeshape

frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefunction[f,x,h]=densest(X,x,h);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%written by Anders Holtsberg
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif nargin<2
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshaped=(max(X)−min(X))/length(X);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex= linspace(min(X),max(X),500)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape% x=linspace(min(X)+10*d,max(X)−10*d,50);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif nargin<3
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeh=1.06*std(X)* length(X)^(−1/5);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapesk=skewness(X);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeku=kurtosis(X);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeh=h*(1+35/48*ku+35/32*sk^2+385/1024*ku^2)^(−1/5)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:length(x)
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frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapef(i)=mean(gauss(X−x(i),h));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif nargout==0
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(x,f)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend

frameshapeframeshape

frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefunction[yp]=diffpred(y,order)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeclearyp;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeclearycopy;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeclearypcopy;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecleartest;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeclearyp;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%close all;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%−−−−−−−−en annan tanke−−−−−−−−−−−−denna prediktion känns
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeskarpare.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%y=DiffAvgLastThree;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeyear=floor(length(y)/12);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapestart=5;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor j=1:12*(start−1)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeyp(j)=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeypcopy(j)=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapearbitrage=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeclearj;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor j=start:year
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeycopy=y;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeleft=(j−1)*12+1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshaperight=12* j;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapesecondleft=(j−2)*12+1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%I use the command ’armax’ to estimate the parameters of an ARMA−model
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%fitting our data. The reason for using a for−loop is that I want to
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%update the model as when time goes on and we get more data.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapem=armax(y(1:left−1),[order(1),order(2)],’Focus’,’prediction’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%Here is the prediction:
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor k=1:12
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapepredresult=predict(m,y(1:left−1),k,’Estimate’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%changed back to y(1:left−1) 070508
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeyp(left−1+k)=predresult(length(predresult));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%Is prediction good for finding arbitrage?
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif mean(yp(left:right))*mean(y(left:right))>0
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%If in here modell prediction was good.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif mean(y(left:right))<0
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%we can benefit from negative prize difference and get a
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%lower prize!
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapearbitrage=arbitrage+abs(mean(y(left:right)));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapesuccess(j)=1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelse
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frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%the modell did not predict correct. Prediction made us choose
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%the wrong contract.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif mean(y(left:right))>0
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%’’average current month’’ gave the lowest prize, but we
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%chose the other contract. So we paid more than what we had
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%to. Reduce arbitrage!
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapearbitrage=arbitrage−mean(y(left:right));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%else
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%’average current month’ gave the highest prize but our
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%prediction says it gave the lowest and we pick it anyway.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%We pay ’average current month’ and cannot get prize
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%reduction.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapesuccess(j)=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%This is basically the same prediction. I just wanna make sure that the
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%command ’predict’ does not cheat and use the vales of y between ’left’
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%and ’right’ which is the values I want to predict.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%when I called with ycopy(left:right) I saw that this wasn’t the right
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%call.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%for l=left:right
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape% ycopy(l)=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape% end;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape% for k=1:12
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape% anotherpred=predict(m,ycopy(1:left−1),k,’Estimate’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape% ypcopy(left−1+k)=anotherpred(length(anotherpred));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape% end;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapearbitrage
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeavgarbitrage=arbitrage/(year−start+1)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapepercent=avgarbitrage/543.0293*100
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapesuccess
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefigure;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(yp);holdon;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(y,’k’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%plot(ypcopy,’r’);

frameshapeframeshape

frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%This file shows how the most prize reduction one can get if one change contracts
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapebetween
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%1. Average first and last PIX current month
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%2. Average PIX current month
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%3. Last PIX previous month
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%4. Average PIX previous month
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%5. Average of last three months averages.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecleary;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey(:,1)=DiffFirstLastCurrent;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey(:,2)=DiffLastPrev;
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frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey(:,3)=DiffAvgPrev;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey(:,4)=DiffAvgLastThree;%The prize: (AvgLast3Months− avgcurrentmonth)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%How big are the prize differences in mean? In median?
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:4
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemeanmedian(1,i)=mean(y(:,i));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemeanmedian(2,i)=median(y(:,i));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemeanmedian
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeclearmedel;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecloseall;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(y);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeclearmedel;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecleararbitrage;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:4
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapearbitrage(i)=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:4
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeyear=floor(length(y(:,i))/12);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapesum=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor j=1:year
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemedel(j,i)=mean(y(1+(j−1)*12:j*12,i));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%basically medel shows the mean of the prize differences. A column
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeshows
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%mean differences during different years for a given contract compared
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeto
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%’’average current month’’.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemedel
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%Now if medel(i,j) has a negative value than we could lower our prize year
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%i by choosing the contract j. So if we sum all negative values then we
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%will see how much lower prize we could get by changing contracts.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:4
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor j=1:year
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif medel(j,i)<0
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapearbitrage(j,i)=abs(medel(j,i));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelsearbitrage(j,i)=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapearbitrage
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:4
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frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape[h,sig,ci] = ttest(arbitrage(:,i));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%[h2,sig2,ci2]=ttest(nozeroarb(:,i));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeconf(i,1)=ci(1);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeconf(i,2)=mean(arbitrage(:,i));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeconf(i,3)=ci(2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeconf
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeprocent=conf/543.0293*100
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemax(arbitrage)/543.0293*100
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%No computation of confidence interval considering only prize reductions
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%(no zeros).
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:length(arbitrage(1,:))
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecounter=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecleararbvector;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor j=1:length(arbitrage(:,1))
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif arbitrage(j,i)~=0
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecounter=counter+1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapearbvector(counter)=arbitrage(j,i);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape[h,sig,ci] = ttest(arbvector);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeconf2(i,1)=ci(1);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeconf2(i,2)=ci(2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeconf2
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeprocent=conf2/543.0293*100

frameshapeframeshape

frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefunction[y] = discount4
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex=load(’discountdata2.txt’,’−ascii’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex=flipud(x);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetemp=size(x);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeantal_rader=temp(1);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeantal_kolonner=temp(2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeKPI=load(’KPI3.txt’,’ −ascii’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:(length(KPI)−1)%moddad
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeinflationrate(i)=KPI(i+1)/KPI(i);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%We calculate the total inflation of the period (just to check)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%inftemp=1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%for i=1:(length(inflationrate))
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape% inftemp=inftemp* inflationrate(i)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%end;
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frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(’total inflation during period: ’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(inftemp);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%it seems allright
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%Creates nice matrix with data.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemonthcounter=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(’ Day PIX #PIX in month Monthly Weekly Inflationcurve Discounted PIX’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(’How many dates do we have?’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(antal_rader);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:antal_rader
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeboolean=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif i>1 %This checks if it is a new month.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif x(i,1)<x(i−1,1)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeboolean=1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelseboolean=1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif x(i,1)<8&boolean;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%It’s the first PIX−value of this month!
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemonthcounter=monthcounter+1;%To find monthly KPI.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetemp=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeweekcount=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapewhile x(i,1)>temp
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeweekcount=weekcount+1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetemp=x(i,1);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapei=i+1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif i>antal_rader
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapebreak;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex(i−weekcount,3)=weekcount;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(’monthcounter: ’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(monthcounter);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(’length of inflationratevector: ’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(length(inflationrate));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif monthcounter<=length(inflationrate)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex(i−weekcount,4)=inflationrate(monthcounter);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelsedisp(’hallo’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelse
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(i);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex(i,3)=x(i−1,3);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex(i,4)=x(i−1,4);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapediscountfactor=1;%calculating discountfactor
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frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:antal_rader
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex(i,5)=x(i,4)^(1/x(i,3));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%x(1,5)=1;%fill in the zeros
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%x(1,6)=x(1,2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:antal_rader%discounting
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapediscountfactor=discountfactor*x(i,5);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex(i,6)=x(i,2)/discountfactor;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(x);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey=x(:,6);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeholdon;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(y),axistight;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%title(’NBSK PIX value Softwood USD / t’)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeset(findobj(’Type’,’line’),’Color’,’k’)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(x(:,2)), axistight;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex(1:8,:)

frameshapeframeshape

frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefunctionf=gauss(x,bw);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%written by Anders Holtsberg
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapef=exp(−(x/bw).^2/2)*1/sqrt(2*pi)/bw;

frameshapeframeshape

frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefunction[avg1diff,moddiff,difference,listprice,adjustedlistprice]=listprices
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecloseall;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeopen(’monthlyavg.mat’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapepix=ans.monthlyavg;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapelen1=length(pix);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%load the list prices
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapelistprice=load(’listprices.txt’,’−ascii’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapechange=load(’crosskurs.txt’,’−ascii’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:length(pix)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapechangepix(i)=pix(i)*change(i);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(changepix);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%listprice=flipud(listprice);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapelen2=length(listprice);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeholdon;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(listprice(len2−len1:len2),’k−−’),axis tight;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefigure;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(listprice);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%1)
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frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%Now I want to compare the spectrum of the PIX prices with the spectrum ofthe
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapelistprices.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%meanadjust
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapet=1:length(listprice);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapelineartrend=−3.954*t+6439;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapelineartrend=lineartrend’;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeadjustedlistprice=listprice−lineartrend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefigure;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%plot(listprice);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%hold on;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(adjustedlistprice,’k’),axistight;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefigure;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape[Pxx2,F]=spektra(changepix);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(F(1:20),Pxx2(1:20),’b’,’linewidth’,1.0),axistight
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%hold on;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%[Pxx2,F]=spektra(listprice);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%plot(F(1:20),Pxx2(1:20),’k−−’,’linewidth’,1.0),axis tight
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeholdon;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape[Pxx2,F]=spektra(adjustedlistprice);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(F(1:20),Pxx2(1:20),’k−−’,’linewidth’,1.0),axistight
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%figure;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%histfit(diff(listprice))
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%figure;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%histfit(diff(adjustedlistprice))
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%2) I want to look at the differences of the listprices and see if I can
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%predict them with a ARMA−model.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeavg3(1,1)=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeavg3(2,1)=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeavg3(3,1)=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=4:length(listprice)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeavg3(i,1)=mean(listprice(i−3:i−1));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=2:length(listprice)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeavg1(i,1)=listprice(i−1);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapelistpricediff=diff(listprice)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapelenlist=length(listpricediff);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapePIXdiff=diff (changepix);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapelenPIX=length(PIXdiff);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeavg1diff=listpricediff;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeavg1diff(lenlist−lenPIX+1:lenlist)=PIXdiff;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapelistprice(1:3) = [];
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeavg3(1:3) = [];
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapedifference=listprice−avg3;
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frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(difference)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeholdon;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetitle(’difference’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefigure;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape[Pxx2,F]=spektra(difference);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(F(1:20),Pxx2(1:20),’b’,’linewidth’,1.0),axistight
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%4) Now I want to see if prediction is successfull.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemean(difference)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemean(listprice)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeclearavg3;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=4:length(changepix)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeavg3(i,1)=mean(changepix(i−3:i−1));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeavg3(1:3) = [];
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapechangepix(1:3)=[];
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapediff=changepix’−avg3;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemoddiff=difference;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemoddiff((length(moddiff)−length(diff )+1):length(moddiff))=diff;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%the vector moddiff contains the diff of listprices but ends with the diff of pix−prices.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemean(changepix)

frameshapeframeshape

frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%This file computes the models with the least errors.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape[avg1diff,moddiff,difference,listprice,adjustedlistprice]=listprices;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecleary;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecloseall;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey=avg1diff;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape[pixarb,mypred,myarbitrage,myerror]=listpredmatrix(y);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(y);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeholdon;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(mypred,’r’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemyerror
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemyarbitrage
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapepixarb

frameshapeframeshape

frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefunction[pixarb,mypred,myarbitrage,myerror]=listpredmatrix(y)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeechooff;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeclearyp;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeclearycopy;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeclearypcopy;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecleartest;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeclearyp;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeclearresultmatrix;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecleararbitragematrix;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecloseall;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemyarbitrage=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemyerror=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeyear=floor(length(y)/12);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapestart=10;
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frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeworking=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeARbest=5;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeMAbest=5;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeorderAR=20;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeorderMA=10;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapepixarb=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor j=1:12*(start−1)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeyp(j)=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeypcopy(j)=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapearbitragematrix=zeros(orderAR,orderMA);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeerrormatrix=zeros(orderAR,orderMA);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor j=start:year
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapej
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeARbest
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeMAbest
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%make a prediction based on the ARMA−model which has been most
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%successfull so forth.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeleft=(j−1)*12+1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshaperight=12* j;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapesecondleft=(j−2)*12+1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%I use the command ’armax’ to estimate the parameters of an ARMA−
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemodel
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%fitting our data. The reason for using a for−loop is that I want to
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%update the model as when time goes on and we get more data.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapem=armax(y(1:left−1),[ARbest,MAbest],’Focus’,’prediction’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%Here is the prediction:
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor k=1:12
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapepredresult=predict(m,y(1:left−1+k),k,’Estimate’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%changed from y(1:left−1) 070508
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemypred(left−1+k)=predresult(length(predresult));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%Is prediction good for finding arbitrage?
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif mean(mypred(left:right))*mean(y(left:right))>0
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%If in here modell prediction was good.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif mean(mypred(left:right))<0
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%we can benefit from negative prize difference and get a
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%lower prize!
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemyarbitrage=myarbitrage+abs(mean(y(left:right)));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif j>=year−9
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapepixarb=pixarb+abs(mean(y(left:right)));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelse
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%the modell did not predict correct. Prediction made us choose
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%the wrong contract.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif mean(y(left:right))>0
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%’’average current month’’ gave the lowest prize, but we
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%chose the other contract. So we paid more than what we
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapehad
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frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%to. Reduce arbitrage!
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemyarbitrage=myarbitrage−mean(y(left:right));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif j>=year−9
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapepixarb=pixarb−abs(mean(y(left:right)));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%else
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%’average current month’ gave the highest prize but our
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%prediction says it gave the lowest and we pick it anyway.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%We pay ’average current month’ and cannot get prize
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%reduction.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%Now find best order
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapedisp(’Hej’);j
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor AR=1:orderAR
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor MA=1:orderMA
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapearbitrage=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeleft=(j−1)*12+1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshaperight=12* j;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapesecondleft=(j−2)*12+1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%I use the command ’armax’ to estimate the parameters of an ARMA−
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemodel
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%fitting our data. The reason for using a for−loop is that I want to
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%update the model as when time goes on and we get more data.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapem=armax(y(1:left−1),[AR,MA],’Focus’,’prediction’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%Here is the prediction:
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor k=1:12
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapepredresult=predict(m,y(1:left−1+k),k,’Estimate’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%changed from y(1:left−1) 070508
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeyp(left−1+k)=predresult(length(predresult));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%Is prediction good for finding arbitrage?
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif mean(yp(left:right))*mean(y(left:right))>0
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%If in here modell prediction was good.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif mean(y(left:right))<0
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%we can benefit from negative prize difference and get a
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%lower prize!
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapearbitrage=arbitrage+abs(mean(y(left:right)));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapesuccess(j)=1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelse
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%the modell did not predict correct. Prediction made us choose
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%the wrong contract.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif mean(y(left:right))>0
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%’’average current month’’ gave the lowest prize, but we
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%chose the other contract. So we paid more than what we had
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%to. Reduce arbitrage!
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapearbitrage=arbitrage−mean(y(left:right));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%else
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frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%’average current month’ gave the highest prize but our
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%prediction says it gave the lowest and we pick it anyway.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%We pay ’average current month’ and cannot get prize
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%reduction.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapesuccess(j)=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%sum=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%for j=1:length(success)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape% sum=sum+success(j);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%end;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%resultmatrix(AR,MA)=sum;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapearbitragematrix(AR,MA)=arbitragematrix(AR,MA)+arbitrage;%/(year−start
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape+1);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeerrormatrix(AR,MA)=errormatrix(AR,MA)+mean(abs(yp(left:right)−y(left:
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshaperight)’));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapearbitragematrix
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeerrormatrix
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%what happend above was that we predicted year j with ARMA models based
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeon info up to year j−1.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%We now pick the order of the model with least error.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapebestorder=[0 0];
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeerror=10000;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapearb=−10000;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:orderAR
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor j=1:orderMA
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif arbitragematrix(i,j)>=arb
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif arbitragematrix(i,j)>arb
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapebestorder=[i,j];
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapearb=arbitragematrix(i,j);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelse
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif errormatrix(i,j)<error
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapebestorder=[i,j];
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeerror=errormatrix(i,j);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeerrarb((i−1)*MA+j,1)=errormatrix(i,j);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeerrarb((i−1)*MA+j,2)=arbitragematrix(i,j);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeARbest=bestorder(1);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeMAbest=bestorder(2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%mypred(1:length(mypred))’
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%y(1:length(y))
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemyerror=mean(abs(mypred((start−1)*12+1:length(yp))−y((start−1)*12+1:length(yp))
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape’));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemyarbitrage=myarbitrage/((year−start+1));
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frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapepixarb=pixarb/10;
frameshapeframeshape

frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefunction[y] = month(x)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeclear;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%This function how average prize varies over a month.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex=load(’discountdata.txt’,’−ascii’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex=flipud(x);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(x),axistight;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetemp=size(x);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeantal_rader=temp(1);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeantal_kolonner=temp(2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeweekprize=[0, 0, 0, 0, 0]’;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemonthcounter=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefifth=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:antal_rader
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeboolean=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif i>1 %This checks if it is a new month.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif x(i,1)<x(i−1,1)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeboolean=1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelseboolean=1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif x(i,1)<8&boolean;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%It’s the first PIX−value of this month!
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemonthcounter=monthcounter+1;%Keeps track of the months.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetemp=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeweekcount=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapewhile x(i,1)>2%temp
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeweekcount=weekcount+1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeweekprize(month,weekcount)=x(weekcount,2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%weekprize(weekcount)=weekprize(weekcount)+x(weekcount,2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif weekcount==5
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefifth=fifth+1;%Sometimes there are 5 PIX−values in a month.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetemp=x(i,1);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapei=i+1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif i>antal_rader
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapebreak;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeweekprize
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%for j=1:4
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%y(j)=weekprize(j)/monthcounter;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%end;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%y(5)=weekprize(5)/fifth;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%first=y(1);
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frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%for k=1:5
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape% y(k)=y(k)−first;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%end;

frameshapeframeshape

frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefunctionz=nigdens(x,a,b,d,m)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape% NIGPDF−NIG probability density function (pdf).
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape% Z = NIGPDF(X, alfa, beta,delta, mu) returnerar värde på
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape% NIG−täthetsfunktion(a,b,d,m) i X
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapet1=a*d* i/2;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapet2=exp(pi* i/2+d*sqrt(a^2−b^2));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapet3=exp(b*(x−m));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapet4=besselh(1,1,i*a*sqrt(d^2 + (x−m).^2))./sqrt(d^2+(x−m).^2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapez=t1* t2* t3.* t4;

frameshapeframeshape

frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefunction[y]=nigskattning(x)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape% kumulantskattning
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapek1=mean(x);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapek2=var(x);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeg1=skewness(x);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeg2=kurtosis(x)−3;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapea=3*sqrt(3*g2−4*g1^2)/(3*g2−5*g1^2)/sqrt(k2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeb=3*g1/(3*g2−5*g1^2)/sqrt(k2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshaped=3*sqrt(k2)*sqrt(3*g2−5*g1^2)/(3*g2−4*g1^2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapem=k1−3*g1*sqrt(k2)/(3*g2−4*g1^2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey =[a b d m];

frameshapeframeshape

frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefunction[y] = PIX
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%−−−−−this function loads data from a textfile
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%with the dates in the first column
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%and the PIX values in the second column.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex=load(’discountdata2.txt’,’−ascii’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex=flipud(x);%flips up and down.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey=x(:,2);

frameshapeframeshape

frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%This file computes the models with the least errors.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecleary;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecloseall;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey(:,1)=DiffFirstLastCurrent;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey(:,2)=DiffLastPrev;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey(:,3)=DiffAvgPrev;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey(:,4)=DiffAvgLastThree;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor j=1:4
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefigure;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecolorarray=char(’g’,’b’,’k’,’r’,’k’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefigure;
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frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeholdon;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:4
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape[order,errormatrix,arb]=predmatrix(y(:,i));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeorder
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshaperound(errormatrix)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeerrormatrix(order(1),order(2))
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshaperound(arb)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapearb(order(1),order(2))
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefigure;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(arb,errormatrix,’o’,’MarkerFaceColor’,colorarray(i));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%put it in vectors and check with corr.

frameshapeframeshape

frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%This plots the models that were most successfull in the sense that they
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%had the least error.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecleary;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeclearyp;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecloseall;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey(:,1)=DiffFirstLastCurrent;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey(:,2)=DiffLastPrev;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey(:,3)=DiffAvgPrev;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey(:,4)=DiffAvgLastThree;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeorder=[3 6; 10 3; 9 10; 6 5]
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeorder(1,:)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:4
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeyp(i,:)=diffpred(y(:,i),order(i,:));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;

frameshapeframeshape

frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefunction[bestorder,errormatrix,arbitragematrix,errarb]=predmatrix(y)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeechooff;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeclearyp;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeclearycopy;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeclearypcopy;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecleartest;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeclearyp;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeclearresultmatrix;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecleararbitragematrix;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecloseall;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeyear=floor(length(y)/12);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapestart=5;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeworking=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor j=1:12*(start−1)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeyp(j)=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeypcopy(j)=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor AR=1:10
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frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor MA=1:10
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapearbitrage=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor j=start:year
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeycopy=y;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeleft=(j−1)*12+1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshaperight=12* j;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapesecondleft=(j−2)*12+1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%I use the command ’armax’ to estimate the parameters of an ARMA−model
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%fitting our data. The reason for using a for−loop is that I want to
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%update the model as when time goes on and we get more data.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapem=armax(y(1:left−1),[AR,MA],’Focus’,’prediction’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%Here is the prediction:
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor k=1:12
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapepredresult=predict(m,y(1:left−1+k),k,’Estimate’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%changed from y(1:left−1) 070508
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeyp(left−1+k)=predresult(length(predresult));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%Is prediction good for finding arbitrage?
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif mean(yp(left:right))*mean(y(left:right))>0
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%If in here modell prediction was good.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif mean(y(left:right))<0
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%we can benefit from negative prize difference and get a
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%lower prize!
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapearbitrage=arbitrage+abs(mean(y(left:right)));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapesuccess(j)=1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelse
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%the modell did not predict correct. Prediction made us choose
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%the wrong contract.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif mean(y(left:right))>0
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%’’average current month’’ gave the lowest prize, but we
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%chose the other contract. So we paid more than what we had
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%to. Reduce arbitrage!
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapearbitrage=arbitrage−mean(y(left:right));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%else
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%’average current month’ gave the highest prize but our
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%prediction says it gave the lowest and we pick it anyway.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%We pay ’average current month’ and cannot get prize
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%reduction.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapesuccess(j)=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape% arbitrage
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape% arbitrage/(year−start+1)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape% disp(’ARMA 10 10 (modell baserad på all i dåtid, men prediktion på de senaste
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetvå åren)’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape% success
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapesum=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor j=1:length(success)
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frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapesum=sum+success(j);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshaperesultmatrix(AR,MA)=sum;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif arbitrage>0
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeworking=working+1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapearbitragematrix(AR,MA)=arbitrage/(year−start+1);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeerrormatrix(AR,MA)=mean(abs(yp((start−1)*12+1:length(yp))−y((start−1)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape*12+1:length(yp))’));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%resultmatrix
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%arbitragematrix
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%mean(arbitragematrix);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%mean(mean(arbitragematrix))
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%mean(arbitragematrix’)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%mean(mean(arbitragematrix’))
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapebestorder=[0 0];
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeerror=10000;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:AR
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor j=1:MA
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif errormatrix(i,j)<error
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapebestorder=[i,j];
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeerror=errormatrix(i,j);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeerrarb((i−1)*MA+j,1)=errormatrix(i,j);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeerrarb((i−1)*MA+j,2)=arbitragematrix(i,j);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;

frameshapeframeshape

frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefunctionPlotDiscount(x)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%This function draws the orginal data compared with discounted.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%x=feval(f_pek,x’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex=load(’discountdata.txt’,’−ascii’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%x
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey=discount2(x);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapesave(’discounted_PIX’,’y’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex=flipud(x);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeholdon
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(x(:,2)), axistight
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeset(gca,’Color’,’w’) %bakgrundsfärg
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeset(findobj(’Type’,’line’),’Color’,’k’) %Den icke−diskonterade linen färgas svart.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%plot(y), axis tight
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%title(’NBSK PIX value Softwood USD / t’)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%set(gca,’XTickLabel’,{’30−Jun−96’,’11−May−98’,’25−Jan−00’,’02−Oct
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape−01’,’10−June−03’,’22−Feb−05’,’24−Oct−06’})
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frameshapeframeshape

frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefunctionPlotSin
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeclear
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeclc
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeFs=5;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex=0:1/Fs:100;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeserie1=sin(2*pi*1/100*x)+0.5*sin(2*pi*1/2*x);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeserie1=serie1−mean(serie1);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapesubplot(3,1,1);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeholdon;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeset(gca,’Color’,’w’) %bakgrundsfärg
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeset(findobj(’Type’,’line’),’Color’,’b’)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeset(gca,’XTick’,0:100:1000)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeset(gca,’XTickLabel’,{’0’,’20’,’40’,’60’,’80’,’100’})
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(serie1),axistight;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeserie1(50)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetext(250,0.6,’\leftarrow y(t)=sin(2*pi*1/100*t+0.5*sin(2* \pi*1/2 t).’,’FontSize’,8)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetitle(’Plot of wave’)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapexlabel(’t: time’)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeylabel(’Amplitude’)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%text(10000,0.5,’\leftarrow y_1(t).’,’FontSize’,14)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%text(6000,−0.3,’\leftarrow y_2(t).’,’FontSize’,14)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%hold off;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%hold on;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapesubplot(3,1,2,’replace’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeset(findobj(’Type’,’line’),’Color’,’k’)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex=serie1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeNw=floor(length(x)/10);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeW=window(@blackman,Nw);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeNfft=length(x);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape[Pxx,w]=pwelch(x,[],[],Nfft);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape[Pxx2,F]=pwelch(x,W,fix(Nw/4),Nfft,Fs);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefwelch=w/(2*pi);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%Rwelch=2*pi*Pxx;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeRwelch=Pxx;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeholdon
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%plot(fwelch,10* log(Rwelch));axis tight;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%figure
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(F(1:80),Pxx(1:80)),axistight
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%plot(F,Pxx2)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetitle(’Spectral density diagram’)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapexlabel(’Frequency [Hz]’)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeylabel(’PSD [Db/Hz]’)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeset(gca,’XTick’,0:0.1:0.8)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%hold on;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%y=serie2;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%Nw=floor(length(y)/10);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%W=window(@blackman,Nw);
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frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%Nfft=length(y);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%[Pyy,w]=pwelch(y,[],[],Nfft);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%[Pyy2,F]=pwelch(y,W,fix(Nw/4),Nfft,Fs);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%fwelch=w/(2*pi);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%Rwelch=2*pi*Pxx;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%plot(F,Pyy2)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%xlabel(’Frequency [Hz]’)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%ylabel(’PSD’)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%plot(F,10* log(Pxx2))
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%xlabel(’Frequency [Hz]’)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%ylabel(’PSD [dB]’)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapesubplot(3,1,3,’replace’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(xcorr(serie1,’unbiased’));%unbiased%coeff
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetitle(’Correlation function \rho(\tau)’)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeset(gca,’XTick’,0:100:1000)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeset(gca,’XTickLabel’,{’ −100’,’−80’,’−60’,’−40’,’−20’,’0’,’20’,’40’,’60’,’80’,’100’
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape})
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapexlabel(’\tau: phase−shift’)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeylabel(’Correlation’)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeaxistight

frameshapeframeshape

frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefunction[ttestdiff,ttestmatrix,wilcoxon,meanavgcurr,DiffFirstLastCurrent,
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeDiffAvgCurrent,DiffLastPrev,DiffAvgPrev,DiffAvgLastThree]=runKW(choice)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%The idea with this file is to do a non−parametric test called
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%Kruskal−Wallis test. It do a multicomparison of population that doesn’t
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%have to be normal distributed. It is like Mann−Whitney U−test but for
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%2 or MORE populations.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%If choice ==1 compare ordinary prizes
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%If choice ==0 compare discounted prizes
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecloseall;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex=load(’discountdata3.txt’,’−ascii’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex=flipud(x);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(x(:,2)),axistight;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetemp=size(x);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeantal_rader=temp(1);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeantal_kolonner=temp(2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeKPI=load(’KPI4.txt’,’ −ascii’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:(length(KPI)−1)%moddad
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeinflationrate(i)=KPI(i+1)/KPI(i);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%We calculate the total inflation of the period (just to check)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%inftemp=1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%for i=1:(length(inflationrate))
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frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape% inftemp=inftemp* inflationrate(i)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%end;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(’total inflation during period: ’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(inftemp);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%it seems allright
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%Creates nice matrix with data.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemonthcounter=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(’ Day PIX #PIX in month Monthly Weekly Inflationcurve Discounted PIX’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(’How many dates do we have?’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(antal_rader);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:antal_rader
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeboolean=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif i>1 %This checks if it is a new month.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif x(i,1)<x(i−1,1)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeboolean=1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelseboolean=1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif x(i,1)<8&boolean;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%It’s the first PIX−value of this month!
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemonthcounter=monthcounter+1;%To find monthly KPI.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetemp=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeweekcount=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapewhile x(i,1)>temp
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeweekcount=weekcount+1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetemp=x(i,1);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapei=i+1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif i>antal_rader
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapebreak;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex(i−weekcount,3)=weekcount;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(’monthcounter: ’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(monthcounter);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(’length of inflationratevector: ’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(length(inflationrate));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif monthcounter<=length(inflationrate)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex(i−weekcount,4)=inflationrate(monthcounter);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelsedisp(’hallo’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelse
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(i);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex(i,3)=x(i−1,3);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex(i,4)=x(i−1,4);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
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frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapediscountfactor=1;%calculating discountfactor
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:antal_rader
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex(i,5)=x(i,4)^(1/x(i,3));
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%x(1,5)=1;%fill in the zeros
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%x(1,6)=x(1,2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:antal_rader%discounting
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapediscountfactor=discountfactor*x(i,5);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex(i,6)=x(i,2)/discountfactor;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(x);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey(:,1)=x(:,1);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif choice==1%compare ordinary prizes
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey(:,2)=x(:,2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelseifchoice==0%compare disconted prizes
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey(:,2)=x(:,6);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelsedisp(’error’)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%y(1:10,1:3)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%disp(’nice’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%I want to create data of our six monthly contracts
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%I compute the non−discounted.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%1. Average first and last PIX current month
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%2. Average PIX current month
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%3. Last PIX previous month
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%4. Average PIX previous month
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%5. Average of last three months averages.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetemp=size(y);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeantal_rader=temp(1);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeantal_kolonner=temp(2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapelast=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemonthcounter=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:antal_rader
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeboolean=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif i>1 %This checks if it is a new month.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif y(i,1)<y(i−1,1)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeboolean=1;%It is a new month
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelseboolean=1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif y(i,1)<8&boolean;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapelastprev=last;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%It’s the first PIX−value of this month!
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefirst=y(i,2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemonthcounter=monthcounter+1;%
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetemp=0;
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frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeweekcount=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemonthavg=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapewhile y(i,1)>temp
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeweekcount=weekcount+1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeweekly(monthcounter,weekcount)=y(i,2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetemp=y(i,1);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapei=i+1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemonthavg=monthavg+y(i−1,2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif i>antal_rader
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapebreak;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapelast=y(i−1,2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefirstlast=(first+last)/2;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeprize(monthcounter,1)=firstlast;%average of first and last PIX current
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapemonth.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeprize(monthcounter,2)=monthavg/weekcount;%average current month.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeprize(monthcounter,3)=lastprev;%last previous month.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelse%It is not the first PIX−value this month.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%monthcounter
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%set average last month
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeprize(1,4)=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=2:monthcounter;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeprize(i,4)=prize(i−1,2);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%Set last three months average.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeprize(1,5)=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeprize(2,5)=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeprize(3,5)=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=4:monthcounter;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeprize(i,5)=(prize(i−1,2)+prize(i−2,2)+prize(i−3,2))/3;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%Now the columns in matrix ’’prizes’’ contain our five prizes above.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%y(1:15,1:3)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeprize(1:monthcounter,1:5);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%weekly
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%numbof5=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%for i=1:length(weekly)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape% if weekly(i,5)>0
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape% numbof5=numbof5+1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape% fifthcomp(numbof5,:)=weekly(i,:);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape% end;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%end;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapek=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:5
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor j=1:monthcounter
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frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapek=k+1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeKWmatrix(k,1)=prize(j,i);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeKWmatrix(k,2)=i;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeKWtest(KWmatrix,0.05)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape[n,m]=size(weekly)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapek=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeclearKWmatrix;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:m
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor j=1:n
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif i<5
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapek=k+1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeKWmatrix(k,1)=weekly(j,i);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeKWmatrix(k,2)=i;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeelse
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%j=5
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif weekly(j,i)>0%there are lots of months with no fifth value.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapek=k+1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeKWmatrix(k,1)=weekly(j,i);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeKWmatrix(k,2)=i;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeKWmatrix
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeKWtest(KWmatrix,0.0001)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeA=[0.5,0.2,1.13,0.89,2,2,2,2;1,1,1,1,2,2,2,2]’
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeKWtest(A,0.1)

frameshapeframeshape

frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefunctionSample
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecleary;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecloseall;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeFs=[10 20 30];
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeAmp=[2.5,3]
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefigure;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecolor=char(’b’,’k’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeholdon;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i=1:2
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor j=1:3
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor k=1:2
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex=0:1/Fs(j):5;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapex=x’;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey=Amp(i)*sin(2*pi*k*x);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%A simple period signal
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeNw=floor(length(y)/10);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeW=window(@rectwin,Nw);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeNfft=length(y);
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frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape[Pyy,w]=pwelch(y,[],[],Nfft);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%Nfft is a sampling frequency argument.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(w/(2*pi),Pyy,color(k)),axistight
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;

frameshapeframeshape

frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefunction[Pxx2,F]=spektra(y)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey=y−mean(y);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeFs=1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeNw=floor(length(y)/1);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeW=window(@hamming,Nw);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeNfft=length(y);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape[Pxx2,F]=pwelch(y,W,fix(Nw/10),Nfft,Fs);

frameshapeframeshape

frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefunctionwavelet(s,n,m)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecloseall;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapes=s−mean(s);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape% Load the original 1−D signal, decompose, reconstruct details in
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape% original time and plot.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape% Load the signal.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%load leleccum; s = leleccum;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape% Decompose the signal s at level 5 using the wavelet db3.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapewave = ’dmey’;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape[c,l] = wavedec(s,n,wave);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeclearsum;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapesum=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i = 1:n
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeD(i,:) = wrcoef(’d’,c,l,wave,i)’;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapesum=sum+D(i,:);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(sum,’r’),axis tight;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeholdon;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(s,’k’),axis tight;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetitle(’all waves approximtesthe real data’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecolorarray=char(’g’,’b’,’k’,’r’,’k’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapett = 1:length(s);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeclearsum2;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeclearsum;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapesum=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapesum2=0;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%We plot the m+1 largest waves.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefigure;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeholdon;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i = n−m:n
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecolorindex=mod(i,5)+1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapesum=sum+D(i,:);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(D(i,:),colorarray(colorindex)),axistight;
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frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%title(’largest m+1 waves’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefigure;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(sum,’r’),axis tight; holdon;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(s,’k’),axis tight;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%title(’comparison of superposition of m+1 largest waves with real data’);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%−−−
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%Draw spectral density diagram.
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefigure;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeholdon;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapefor i = n−m:n
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey=D(i,tt);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapey=y−mean(y);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeFs=1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeNw=floor(length(y)/1);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeW=window(@rectwin,Nw);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeNfft=length(y);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape[Pxx2,F]=pwelch(y,W,fix(Nw/10),Nfft,Fs);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%Length(F);
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapecolorindex=mod(i,5)+1;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeplot(F(1:20),Pxx2(1:20),colorarray(colorindex),’linewidth’,1.0),axistight
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%draw some specials
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif i==n
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetext(F(3),Pxx2(3),’\leftarrow 5 years.’,’FontSize’,14)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif i==n−1
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetext(F(4),Pxx2(4),’\leftarrow 3.34 years.’,’FontSize’,14)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeif i==n−2
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetext(F(6),Pxx2(6),’\leftarrow 2 years.’,’FontSize’,14)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapetext(F(8),Pxx2(8),’\leftarrow 1.44 years.’,’FontSize’,14)
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshapeend;
frameshapeframeshapeframeshape frameshapeframeshape%title(’Spectral density diagram’)

frameshapeframeshape
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